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SCOPE
This document is the initial issue of the ERTS-1 Performance Evaluation periodic reports.
The data contained herein covers the spacecraft configuration just prior to launch and through-
out the subsystem's activation sequences through orbit 35 including the orbit adjust operation.








This document contains the results of the analysis conducted on the telemetry data from the
prelaunch, launch and flight activation phases of the ERTS-1 spacecraft. It is presented by
subsystem sections and provides for inter-relationships as they exist between the several
subsystems. A brief statement of subsystem characteristics precedes flight evaluation state-
ments. The appendix contains a total list of components flown on ERTS-1 and a complete
listing of commands and telemetry functions for reference.
Flight data is compared to baseline data established at the 200 C plateau during thermal
vacuum testing of the spacecraft. Evaluation guidelines were derived from the specifications
developed from the ERTS program objectives i. e., "The primary mission objective of ERTS-1
is the acquisition of multispectral images of the surface of the earth with the best practical
resolution obtainable with near state-of-the-art sensors. To accomplish this objective, two
different types of multispectral sensors are used; a three camera return beam vidicon (RBV)
system, and a four-channel multispectral scanner (MSS).
A secondary objective is the use of the ERTS-1 receiving, frequency translating, and trans-
mitting equipment as a relay system to gather data from fixed earth-based sensor platforms
which are operated by individual investigators.
Systematic, repetitive earth coverage under nearly constant observation conditions is required
for maximum utility of the multispectral imagery to be collected by ERTS-1. A circular sun-







The ERTS-1 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range on,23 July, 1972 at
18:06:06. 508. The launch and orbital injection phase of the spaceflight were nominal and de-
ployment of the spacecraft followed predictions.
POWER SUBSYSTEM (PWR)
After separation the solar paddles deployed successfully slewed to proper position and began
normal sun tracking. The array current averaged 14. 7 amperes and reached a peak current
of 15. 8 amperes. Battery voltages were 33. 2 VDC at max charge and the end-of-night volt-
ages were about 28. 6 VDC. Battery temperatures averaged 20. 0 C. All compensation and
auxiliary loads completed checkout successfully. In orbit 2 the shunt loads drew current
showing that the automatic shunt dissipators were operable.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
Following a nominal separation at 19:06:35 and subsequent stabilization, the ACS continued to
operate normally. Roll, pitch and yaw position and rate specification were met successfully.
Existing levels of spacecraft disturbance torques resulted in an average of 1-2 gates of +R and
0-1 gates +P polarities per orbit. Analyses are continuing to evaluate the nature of the dis-
turbances and define subsequent compensation via the use of the Magnetic Moment Compensating
Assembly (MMCA). The yaw mode was commanded to "normal" during interrogation 1 Alaska.
The overall performance of the ACS has been excellent.
COMMAND/CLOCK SUBSYSTEM (CMD)
All command functions have performed well. From separation of the spacecraft; commands,
both real time and comstor, have been executed in a timely and exact manner. All difficulties
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associated with commanding have been directly relatable to acquisition/pointing and non
spacecraft problems.
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (TLM)
Normal telemetry was consistently received with both the USB and VHF down links being
exercised. All functions in the telemetry matrix are normal and within expected limits.
Some fluctuations and noise have been experienced but not an unusual amount for transmission
conditions. All telemetry indicates the spacecraft telemetry subsystem performance has been
excellent.
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM (OAS)
Health functions of the OAS were normal. The -X thruster was successfully fired for 4
seconds in orbit 38, 250 seconds in orbit 44, and 318 seconds in orbit 59. Operation was
nominal. Tracking data confirmed the desired correction.
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATING ASSEMBLY (MMCA)
Health functions of the MMCA were normal. The unit was not activated during the period of
this report. Insertion of dipole values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS perform-
ance. ACS gating throughout this period has averaged 2-3 gates (in the +R and +P direction)
per orbit.
UNIFIED "S" BAND/PREMODULATION PROCESSOR (USBE)
The USBE functioned normally throughout this period. Carrier and subcarrier frequencies
and formats were present for commands, telemetry, (1KB real time and 24KB playback)
ranging and data collection system transmissions.
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SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM (SUS)
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2. 5 second timer caused paddle un-
fold. Before separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled the pri-
mary and redundant matrix A drivers, provided - 24. 5 VDC to the Attitude Control reset line
and provided telemetry signals indicating that the spacecraft was still mated to the Delta
Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated, separation was confirmed, and paddles
were deployed properly.
THERMAL SUBSYSTEM (THM)
The operation of the thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS was within the
expected limits at all locations with only one exception. The forward sun sensor on the TV
transition section registered temperatures of 60 C, about 20 C higher than expected. An
in-depth analysis has substantiated this data. The increased temperature has not been
detrimental to spacecraft operation.
Average temperatures were: ACS baseplate 22.4°C; sensory ring 20.1 C; and center section
18.4 C. The shutter position average at orbit 35 was 35. 7 .
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM (EIS)
All EIS functions which were exercised during launch and activation were executed and con-
firmed. After launch, power switching was held to a minimum. Operation of time code
processing, search track data processing, back-up timer operation, signal switching and
power switching was confirmed.
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDERS (NBTR)
Both NBTR's operated in a nominal manner. Both recorders were On and recording during
the launch phase. NBTR-1 was Played back over Alaska in orbit 1. Due to problems in
maintaining lock on the USB link the data contained many dropouts. During orbit 2, both
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NBTR-1 and 2 were played back simultaneously utilizing both the USB and VHF links. Data
was satisfactory and continued to be normal throughout this report period. Telemetry points
on the recorders were normal.
WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (WBTS)
Both WB links were activated during orbit 12 in the 10 watt mode. All S/S telemetry data was
normal. The high power mode (20 watts) was tested in orbit 13, and all telemetry was normal.
Carrier to noise ratio in the wideband ground receiver IF was measured as a function of satel-
lite elevation angle and checked against the RF link budget. Both links agreed within 2 dB with
calculated performance, and link margins appear more than adequate for all RBV & MSS data.
Prelaunch RBV and MSS data were played back over the wideband links in orbit 15 and all data
appeared normal. MSS minor frame sync errors measured were the same as measured prior
to launch. (5 errors per 10 seconds at Goldstone). Both wideband RF links, including re-
ceiving site equipment, performed as predicted throughout this period.
ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR (AMS)
The AMS power was applied during orbit 6 and unit has performed as expected since then.
ACS fine control agrees with AMS output.
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
Both recorders were OFF and at mid-tape position during launch. During orbit 5, the
recorders were rewound in preparation for playing back of data recorded prior to launch.
In orbit 15, prelaunch RBV data from VTR 1 and MSS data from VTR 2 were played back,
and all data were good. Data were recorded and played back through orbit 35 in a nominal
manner.
WBVTR Telemetry values were normal.
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RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV)
The RBV subsystem was activated over Greenbelt during orbit 19. Procedural problems
prevented the activation profile from being successful but no anomalies of the payload hard-
ware were noted. Cameras 1 and 2 were turned on.
Subsequent turn on during orbit 26 confirmed all operations to be normal. The RBV was
operated in a routine manner after initial turn on and activation.
RBV Telemetry values were normal.
During the first 35 orbits the RBV photographed 54 scenes, (185KM x 185KM) each consisting
of images from all three cameras. Real time scenes were obtained from the United States
and recorded scenes from Australia.
M ULTI-SPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
The MSS was activated over Goldstone during orbit 20, to obtain engineering data. All opera-
tions were normal. During orbit 21, a sun cal over Goldstone indicated that bands 1, 2 and 3
sun cal input amplitude was lower than anticipated, band 4 was normal. Subsequent to activa-
tion the MSS scanned 54 scenes (185KM x 185KM) through orbit 35, each consisting of images
from 4 spectral bands. Real time scenes were obtained from the United States and recorded
scenes from Australia.
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
The DCS receiver was powered during orbit 5 and the system received and transmitted
messages from 9 stations located in Massachusetts, California, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and






The following paragraphs describe the activation sequence for the Spacecraft through
Orbit 35. This sequence is subdivided by orbit and interrogation. For each interrogation,
the stations and activities are listed. Only initial activations with associated time is shown.
All subsequent commanding was normal.
Prelaunch (WTR, OCC)
1. Start NBTR2 in record at 17:24:05 GMT
2. Start NBTR1 in record at 17:50:04 GMT
3. Switch to internal power at 17:47:00 GMT
Orbit 0/1 (WTR, VANGUARD, TAN, MAD, ULA. HAW)
1. Lift off at 18:06:06. 508
2. Separation at 19:06:35
3. Ascending Node 19:07:14
4. Confirmed Controls Stabilization of S/C, 19:08:15
5. Satellite Night to Day Transition 19:15:00
6. Enable USB Transmitters 19:22:18
7. Established Command Ability 19:24:08
8. USB Ranging on 19:24:02
9. Playback of NBTR1 19:36:21
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Orbit 2 (BUR, MAD, ULA, HAW, HSK)
1,. Confirmed ability to turn auxiliary and compensation loads on and off. 21:03:09
2. Utilized VHF transmitters in high and low power modes. 21:17:06
3. Playback of NBTR2. 21:18:47
Orbit 3 (CY1, MAD, ULA, GWM, HSK)'
1. Verified spacecraft status stored and real time command capability.
Orbit 4 (BDA, ENT, ULA, GWM, CRO)
1. Verified spacecraft status, stored and real time command capability.
Orbit 5 (MIL, BDA, ENT, ULA, CRO)
1. Wideband Video-2 Recorder on 02:09:40
2. Wideband Video-1 Recorder on 02:10:02
3. WBVTR-2 Rewind 02:09:53
4. WBVTR-1 Rewind 02:10:09
5. WBVTR-2 Off 02:11:52
6. WBVTR-1 Off 02:12:09
7. DCS Receiver-1 on 02:10:18
Orbit 6 (TEX, MIL, ENT, EGD, ULA)
1. Attitude Measurement Sensor on 04:00:22
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Orbit 7 (EGD, ULA, HAW)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 8 (HAW, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 9 (ULA, MAD, CY1, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 10 (MAD, CY1, HSK, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 11 (HSK, CRO, BDA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 12 (HSK, CRO, BDA)
1. Wideband power amplifiers 1 and 2 on 10 watts (no modulation) 14:36:48,
off 14:50:00
2. Wideband frequency modulator inverter, on 14:36:51, off 14:50:03
Orbit 13 (ENT, EGD, MIL)
1. Wideband power amplifier-1 on 20 watts (no modulation) 16:18:54, off 16:29:01
2. Wideband power amplifier-2 on 20 watts (no modulation) 16:19:06, off 16:29:01
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Orbit 14 (ULA, EGD)
1. Enabled and configured RBV/MSS filters. Real time RBV data on filter A and
real time 2 MSS data on filter B. 17:59:38.
2. Wideband power amplifiers 1 and 2 ON 18:04:00, 20 watts. (WBPA reduced to
10 watts 18:08:16) - no modulation
3. WBPA's OFF 18:13:37
Orbit 15 (ULA, EGD, HAW)
1. WBVTR-1 Playback mode ON 19:41:41, OFF 19:46:45
2. WBVTR-2 Playback mode ON 19:43:33, OFF 19:48:53
Orbit 16 (ULA, HSK)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 17 (CY1, MAD, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 18 (BDA, ENT, ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 19 (MIL, BDA, ENT, ULA, CRO
1. WBPA-1 ON 02:09:31
2. RBV power ON 02:11:05 (only Camera 1)
3. WBVTR-1 ON 02:13:08
4. Camera 1 OFF 02:14:41
3-4
. .
5. Camera 2 ON 02:14:42
6. Payloads OFF 02:22:10
Orbit 20 (TEX, MIL, EGD, ULA, ENT)
1. Commanded MSS band and modes ON/OFF in sequence,then total system operated
(including WBVTR-2) 03:56:22
Orbit 21 (EGD, ULA)
1. MSS System ON 05:38:32 Sun cal performed (WBVTR-2, ON; WBPA-2, ON)
Orbit 22 (ULA)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 23 (HAW, ULA, MAD, CY1
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 24 (MAD, BDA, HSK, CRO)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 25 (BDA, CRO, HSK, MAD, GWM)
1. Verified spacecraft status and command capability
Orbit 26 (ENT, BDA)
1. Exercised the RBV system each camera, then all cameras. RBV ON 14:42:21
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Orbit 27 (ENT, EGD)
1. Real time RBV and MSS operations
Orbit 28 (ULA, EGD)
1. Real time RBV and MSS operations
Orbit 29 (ULA, EGD, HAW)
1. Real time RBV and MSS operations
Orbit 30 (MAD, ULA)
1. Real time RBV and MSS operations
Orbit 31 (MAD, ULA)
1. Rewind of WBVTR 1 and 2. 23:10:15
Orbit 32 (ENT, ULA)
1. Playback of WBVTR 1 and 2 00:33:27
Orbit 33 (ENT, ULA)
1. Playback of WBVTR 1 and 2, 02:16:39
Orbit 34 (EGD, ULA)
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Orbit 35 (EGD, ULA)






The ERTS-1 spacecraft was launched from the Western Test Range in a Near Polar Orbit
on 23 July 1972 at 18:06:06. 508Z. The official international designation is 1972-58A and
the mission tracking and telemetry number is 7205801.
Following are the Brouwer mean orbital elements for satellite 1972-58A (ERTS-1) computed
and issued by the Goddard Space Flight Center. EPOCH 72 Y 07 M23 D at 23 hours 25
minutes 10. 029 sec. UT. Orbital elements are given in Table 4-1.







(7) Argument of perigee
(8) Distance between adjacent ground
tracks at the equator























* The 3-sigma uncertainties for the inclination, semimajor axis,
are + 0.1 deg, 4 24 km, and +0.002, respectively.
and eccentricity
** After orbit adjust.
Figure 4-1 shows spaceflight during first orbit after launch. All events went well and the
spacecraft was stabilized and healthy at 1 Alaska.
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The mission requirements are to correct the existing orbit to one having an 18-day repeat
cycle giving a subsatellite plot as showvn in Figure 4-2. All descending ground traces shown
are approximately 10 AM local timre with capability of being photographic passes. All ascend-



































































































































































































































































































































































The power subsystem includes two solar array platform assemblies to convert solar energy
to electrical energy; eight storage modules to store electrical energy; one auxiliary load con-
troller and two auxiliary load panels to dissipate excess electrical power; one power control
module and one payload regulator module to regulate and distribute power. See Figure 5-1
for functional block diagram and Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 for hardware illustration.
The power subsystem provides unregulated and regulated power to satisfy the electrical load
requirements of the spacecraft. Unregulated power is supplied with a voltage range of -26
vdc to -37. 5 vdc. The regulated power bus is -24. 5 + 0. 5 vdc with an output dc impedance of
0. 01 ohm and an output ac impedance of 0. 1 ohm at frequencies up to 10 KHz. The power
control module can deliver up to 20 amperes and the payload regulator module can deliver up
to 26 amperes under these conditions.
The Power Subsystem was launched in the configuration shown in Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-2. Power Subsystem 
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Figure 5-3 . ERTS I Spacecraft Paddle Deployment 
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Performance
The battery packs in the ERTS I power subsystem were on low level charge until 17:47:00
GMT when the spacecraft was switched to internal power prior to launch. The batteries
powered the spacecraft for approximately two hours until 19:47 GMT when the solar array
current became high enough to supply the load and begin recharging the batteries. This is
illustrated in Figure 5-4 which shows the battery state of charge (or depth of discharge) for
the first three orbits. The maximum depth of discharge was 33%. The voltage was 28. 63
at this point with a current of less then 50 milliamperes.
For comparison to pre-flight data a time of 19:21:26 GMT was taken when the battery voltages
were near their minimum voltage due to high currents and deep discharge. Table 5-2 shows
this comparison. The lower temperatures and current show that the flight data would have
slightly lower voltages than preflight data if adjusted to the same conditions. The voltages are
quite adequate to safely supply the ERTS mission.
Table 5-2. Comparison of Battery Discharge Characteristics
A plot of end of night voltages, average battery temperatures, and temperature spread be-
tween batteries is shown in Figure 5-5.
The solar array drives were launched with the left drive in normal mode and the right drive in
high mode. Following separation and successful solar panel deployment, the left and right
drives were turning their respective solar panels. Upon entering sun' the left solar panel
slewed until the left panel faced the sun and the rear sun sensor was shaded. The front sun
5-5
Discharge Current Depth Voltage Temperature
Test Spread Average Range
DischargeDate (Amperes) (Volts) (DGC)
6/21/72 0. 88-0. 95 27. 8 28. 17 21. 0 - 23. 5
6/24/72 0. 86-0. 93 27. 8 28.31 23. 0 - 24. 5


























































































































sensor was in the albedo shield so the left solar array drive resumed turning at the normal
(approximately orbital) rate as determined by the fixed bias input. The orbital turning rate
maintained a fixed position ini relation to the sun with an output current of 3. 2 amperes until
the front sun sensor cleared the albedo shield. At that time the left solar panel slewed until
normal to the sun line where it began normal sun tracking. The right solar panel remained
in the high mode when entering sunlight and continued turning at a fixed rate slightly higher
than orbital rate. At 19:45:01 the right solar array drive sun sensor was seeing sun and it
was commanded to normal mode. It immediately began slewing along with the left solar ar-
ray which had begun slewing approximately four minutes earlier. Both panels slewed until
normal sun tracking on each independent drive was achieved. The solar array current rose
to peak of 15. 2 amperes with an over and undershoot response. In mid day of orbit #2 solar
array current was 15. 0 amperes where there was no albedo contribution. Figure 5-6 is a
plot of solar array current for the first two orbits and also illustrates the effects of sensor
ring sun shading on portions of the solar panels at beginning and end of satellite day. It also
illustrates the albedo contribution when the solar panels are in position to see both the sun and
earth simultaneously. The albedo will vary with ground track and with the seasons of the year.
The predicted orbit average energy for the solar array was 1046 ampere-minutes. The orbit
average energy received from the solar array for the first ten orbits is shown in Table 5-3.
The energy received is very close to the predicted value. Orbit to orbit variations are due
to albedo variations and variations of spacecraft load and hence, voltage' operating point (which
effects the I-V load point and power from the array).
Table 5-3. Summary of Solar Array Orbit Average Energy









































































































Based on these results the power subsystem is anticipated to fully support the ERTS-A
mission with adequate power.
During the first two orbits the shunt limiters operated during intervals when the solar array
current exceeded the requirements of the load and the maximum charge current of the batteries.
The maximum unregulated bus voltage during shunt limiter operation was 37. 5 volts which indi-
cates that the solar array bus voltage was being held at approximately 38. 1 volts since it is a
diode drop away. This is within the voltage cut in specifications of 38. 0 + 0. 150 volts.
The auxiliary loads and compensation load command capability were verified in orbit 2. In
orbit 3 compensation loads 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 were turned on as scheduled to provide more even
heating of the spacecraft until normal operation began. On orbit 4 a decision was made to add
compensation loads 1 and 2 in addition to those already "on" in order to assist power manage-
ment and to provide heat to the shadowed side of the spacecraft. All compensation loads ex-
cept 6 remained on thru orbit 35.
Auxiliary loads were not required during orbits 1 and 2, and none were used on orbit 3 to allow
a preplanned overcharge to be given to the batteries. In orbit 4 auxiliary loads 3 and 4 were
turned on as scheduled by power management. After reviewing battery temperature spreads
resulting from the overcharge in orbit 3 it was decided to add auxiliary load 2 to decrease the
planned overcharge in order to hold heat dissipation and battery temperature spreads to a
minimum. Normal auxiliary load programming proceeded as planned by power management
in subsequent orbits.
Table 5-4 is a summary of regulated voltages on the spacecraft and compares orbits 1 and 35
to T/V values at a 20 plateau. Each regulated voltage is stable and in close agreement with
ground measurements.
Table 5-5 shows representative values for various system parameters.
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Table 5-4. Regulated Voltage Telemetry Summary
Orbit Orbit 20°C
Function Deseription 1 35 T/V
6051 S/C Reg Bus Voltage -24. 52. -24. 54 -24. 5
6052 S/C Aux Reg A Bus Voltage -23.49 -23. 41 -23. 4
6053 S/C Aux Reg B Bus Voltage -23. 50 -23. 50 -23. 5
6058 Temp., Heat Sink ( C) 22. 17 23. 00 22. 0
6059 Temp., P. C. Bds (°C) 23.60 22. 88 23. 0
6070 P/L Reg Bus Voltage -24. 60 -24. 67 -24. 68
6073 P/L Aux Reg A Bus Voltage -23. 50 -23. 51 -23. 6
6074 P/L Aux Reg B Bus Voltage -23. 50 -23. 51 -23. 6
6075 P/L, Temp., Heat Sink (°C) 21. 58 23. 03 22. 0
6076 P/L, Temp., P.C. Bds ( C) 21.50 21.60 21. 5
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The Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) consists of 13 major component parts plus a thermal
subsystem mounted to a structure composed of mounting surfaces above a honeycomb base-
plate. Solar paddles are attached to two separate shafts with individual drive motors to
provide greater reliability in solar tracking.
The major requirement of the ACS is to provide satellite alignment with the local earth
vertical and orbit velocity vectors to within + 0. 7 degree in pitch and roll and + 1 degree
in yaw. The instantaneous angular rates about the axes during normal operation are required
to be less than 0. 04 degree/second.
To accomplish this, a 3-axis active ACS is provided, using horizon scanners for roll and
pitch attitude error sensing and a rate gyro, used in a gyro compassing mode to sense yaw
attitude. Included also is a yaw rate gyro to sense yaw rate in an acquisition mode. The
torquing subsystem uses a combination of reaction jets to provide net momentum control and
large control torques when required. Flywheels are utilized for fine control and residual
momentum storage. See Figure 6-1 for functional block diagram, and Figure 6-2 for hard-
ware configuration.
The ACS subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 6-1.
SUMMARY
The Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) performance was excellent from launch through stabili-
zation and activation. Stabilization of the spacecraft within the fine-limit cycle deadbands
occurred within 57, 87 and 100 seconds in pitch, roll, and yaw, respectfully, after separation.
The Solar Array Drives were enabled properly and drove at bias rate (left normal, right high).
The right SAD was in the high bias mode to compensate for shading of the SAD Sun Sensor.




































































































































normal when the sun appeared in the RSAD sun sensor field-of-view at which time it began
slewing to acquire the sun during orbit 1 Alaska. The usable pneumatic impulse available at
1A was - 607 pound-seconds. Yaw was commanded to the "normal mode" at orbit 1 Alaska.
System Pneumatics were disabled during orbit 2 Madrid.
SEPARATION SEQUENCE TELEMETRY EVALUATION
The telemetry record for the first orbit has been studied to determine the sequence of events
during separation and initial stabilization of ERTS-1. Separation rates are listed below.
These rates can only be considered estimates due to the limited resolution of the solenoid










The net impulse required to stabilize is estimated to be 0. 62 pound seconds.




AFT scanner: T + 10 sec.
o
Enable pitch, roll, and
yaw loops: T + 18 sec.
0










Pitch: T + 57 seconds 19:07:32Z
o
Roll: T + 87 seconds 19:08:02Z
o
Yaw: T + 100 seconds 19:09:15Z
o
Figure 6-3 is the actual telemetry record for separation and stabilization. Delta limit
cycling can be observed on the RMP indicated rate and pitch-up can be observed on the pitch
error channel. The Solar Array indicated slight movement after separation/squib firing
as the array slid off the ramps. After the SAD's were enabled they drove at bias rate -
left SAD normal, right SAD high.
SEPARATION RATES
The separation rates are directly related by the inverse factor of the body moments of inertia
to the vehicle momentum absorbed by the control subsystem during the initial stabilization.
It is assumed that the momentum interchange between axes was negligible during the initial
stabilization period.
Because the pitch, roll and yaw loops were disabled until T + 18 seconds, any momentum
existing in the vehicle at separation is removed by acceleration of the particular flywheel, plus
the net gating impulse during initial stabilization.
ROLL SEPARATION RATE
It is possible to derive the roll separation rate directly from the fine error channel since the
Solar Array paddles had cleared the "B" scanner at separation +10 seconds, computation was
occurring, and the roll reaction roll error prior to loop activation (T ) T -4 seconds was
0
+0.2 degrees. The indicated error at T was +0.6 degrees. Therefore, the Roll Separation
rate =. 0.6 - 0.2 = 0.1 deg/sec.
4
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The net pneumatics impulse required to stabilize in roll can be estimated as follows:
Separation rate = 0. 1 deg/sec
Momentum required for 0. 1 deg/sec in roll = 367(0. 1) 0.64 ft-lb-sec57.3
The roll flywheel contributed 0. 345 ft-lb-sec
pneumatics contributed: 0. 64 - 0. 345 = 0. 295 ft-lb-secs. Since the moment arm
in roll is 2.49 ft, the impulse required is:
0.295 0.25 0.12 lb-sec2.49
PITCH SEPARATION
When the pitch loop was enabled, the positive pitch solenoid fired immediately. The indicated
error was -6 degrees (refer to Figure 6-4, Pitch Phase Plane Plot). The pitch flywheel ac-
celerated in a:negative direction for 7 seconds to aspeed of -160 rpm. At that time it
reversed and accelerated in a positive direction peaking'at +1180 rpm 78 seconds later.
The maximum positive error was 3. 8 degrees which occurred 42 seconds after the loop was
activated. The flywheel then accelerated in a negative direction to +160 rpm. At that time
it reversed and went to +580 rpm.
PITCH SEPARATION RATE
Resolution of the solenoid telemetry precludes an exact computation of the pitch separation
rate. An "estimated" separation rate was computed by utilizing the pitch telemetered error
channel to determine rates after the loop was enabled, and back-tracking this into impulse
expended. Refer to Figure 6-3 for the following discussion. The period following separation
was broken up into two intervals: The first dictated by the positive pneumatics firing, the
second by the negative pneumatics firing, terminated by the pitch error passing through zero.
First Interval



























1. Initial error is -6°
2. Final error is +1.90
7. 903. Average error rate is = 0. 33 deg/sec24 sec
4. Flywheel goes from zero to -160 rpm
Pitch reaction wheel capacity at 1440 rpm is 1. 64 ft-lb-sec
-160
, P contributes ( - ) (1.64)= -0.18 ft-lb-secFW 1440
5. Momentum required for a rate of 0.33 deg/sec is determined from:
Momentum (57.3 deg/rad)*
error rate = 351 slug/ft
(* The spacecraft moment of inertia about the pitch axis in the separation
configuration is 351 slug-ft2 )
, Momentum = 351 (0. 33)/57.3
= 2. 01 ft-lb-sec
6. Pneumatics must contribute the difference between 2. 01 ft-lb-sec and the flywheel
contribution of 0. 18 ft-lb-sec.
,'. ·Pneumatics required = 2. 01 - 0.18
= 1. 83 ft-lb-sec
7. Pitch moment arm is 5.37 feet, therefore the required impulse is:
1.83
1.83- 0. 34 lb-sec5.37
Second Interval
From T + 24 to T + 112 seconds
o o
1. Initial error is +1. 9
2. Final error is 0. 00
-1.93. Average error rate is 88 - -0.021 deg/sec88
change in error rate = (-0. 021) - (0. 33) = -0. 351 deg/sec
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4. The flywheel goes from -160 to +830 rpm, a change of 990 rpm
990
.'. Momentum (FW) = 1440 (1.64) - 1.12 ft-lb-seo
5. Momentum required for a rate of -0. 351 deg/sec is:
349 (-0. 351)/57. 3 = -2. 11 ft-lb-sec
6. The Solar Array Drive was enabled during this period and contributed:
. t 12.2 slug/ft2 (+0.06 deg/sec) = 0. 013 ft-lb-sec
HSP 57.3
7. Pneumatics required are:
-2.11 + 0. 013 + 1. 12 = -0. 98 ft-lb-sec
Impulse required is:
-0.98 -o0.18 lb-seconds5.37
Impulse lRequired in Pitch for Stabilization
1. The total impulse required in pitch equals 0. 18 + 0. 34 = 0. 52 pound-seconds.
2. The net impulse required in pitch is:
0. 34 - 0. 18 = +0. 16 pound-seconds.
Separation Rate
Using the net impulse calculated above, the net momentum imparted by pitch pneumatics
(Hp) is equal to:
H = +0. 16 lb-sec x 5. 37 ft = +0. 86 ft-lb-sec
p
The vehicle momentum absorbed by the pitch flywheel is equal to the momentum held at
stabilization since the wheel was held at zero during separation.
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* Initial pitch FW velocity = 0 rpm
· Final pitch 'FW velocity - +510 rpm
* Net wheel velocity change = +510 rpm
510
• Wheel momentum stored (Hw)= (1.64)
H = 0. 574 ft-lb-sec
w
The momentum absorbed by the solar paddles is that required to attain orbital rate.
(12.2 slug-ft2 ) (0.06 deg/sec)
SP 57.3 deg/rad
Hp= 0. 013 ft-lb-sec
The total pitch momentum absorbed by ACS at reference was:
H =H +H +H 
y p w sp
= 0.86 + 0.574 + 0.013
= 1.45 ft-lb-sec
.', The pitch separation rate was*:
1.45 ft-lb-sec
VP =351 slug-ft2 (57. 3 deg/rad)
= 0.236 deg/sec.
* It shouldbe noted that the values obtained for pneumatics expended and separation rate
should be treated as estimates.
YAW SEPARATION RATE
Before separation the yaw rate was essentially zero, based on the yaw rate gyro indicated
rate telemetry, (refer to Figure 6-3). Immediately following separation the indicated rate
6-13
was -0.2 degrees/seconds and is assumed to be the actual yaw separation rate.
The momentum required to eliminate this rate is:
Z 57.3
Of this momentum the yaw flywheel contributed as follows:
1. The vehicle momentum absorbed by the yaw flywheel is equal to the momentum
held at stabilization since the wheel was held at zero during separation.
Initial yaw flywheel velocity = 0 rpm
Final yaw flywheel velocity = +500 rpm (yaw rate zero)
+500Wheel momentum stored (Hyw) (0. 374)
Hyw = 0. 13 ft-lb-eec
Note that the flywheel momentum at reference is of opposite polarity than required
to remove the initial separation rate.
2. The net pneumatics impulse required to remove the separation rate equals:
0. 53 + 0. 13 = 0. 66 ft-lb-sec
The yaw moment arm = 2. 336 ft.
0.66
net gas expended (Hy)= 2 336 = 0.28 lb-sec*
*This figure is the net gas required for yaw stabilization. The actual gas expended was
higher (refer to Figure 6-3).
POST SEPARATION PERFORMANCE
The ACS has performed well since launch. Following stabilization of the spacecraft, the
pneumatics were disabled and pneumatic gates in pitch have occurred at a rate of t1 per orbit.
Roll gating is t 2 per orbit. Pneumatics unloading is accomplished by stored momentary
enable commands. The commands are timed to occur in the umbra and away from the
SN/SD and SD/SN transition.
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The disturbance at the SN/SD transition (due to sun in the horizon scanner) is more severe
than the disturbance at the SD/SN transition; however, neither disturbance is severe enough
to necessitate utilizing the single scanner mode.
Yaw mode was commanded normal during Orbit 1 Alaska. RMP 2 has been selected as prime
since launch. RMP 1 was turned off during Orbit 2 Alaska and has remained off.
ACS THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Temperatures and pressures have been normal with the exception of the Right SAD Forward
Sun Sensor Temperature which is running much hotter than expected. (See Appendix E. )
The average ACS temperature in orbit 31 was 26. 7 C. Table 6-2 is a summary of ACS
temperatures and pressures.
ACS VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
All voltages and currents have been within specified limits (refer to Table 6-3).
MAGNETIC MOMENT COMPENSATION ASSEMBLY
The pitch, roll, and yaw coils were set to near zero flux before launch and have not changed
since (see Table 6-3). Corrections to the MMCA will be made after orbit adjust and ACS
gating history is analyzed.
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Table 6-2. Subsystem Temperature
Orbits
Function Units 0/1 T/V * 31
1084 RMP 1 Gyro Temperature DGC 71.7 79. 0 44.5
1094 RMP 2 Gyro Temperature DGC 74.1 73. 0 74.3
1222 SAD RT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 25.2 28.0 21.1
1242 SAD LT MTR HSNG Temp. DGC 26.3 27.0 27.0
1223 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Temp. DGC 27.6 29.0 25.3
1243 SAD LT MTR WNDNG Temp. DGC 26, 9 29.0 28.7
1228 SAD RT HSG Pressure PSI 7. 7 7. 57 7.6
1248 SAD LT HSG Pressure PSI 7. 0 6.91 7.0
1007 FWD Scanner MTR Temp. 2.90 DGC 20.0 17.00 19.8
1016 Rear Scanner MTR Temp. 2.37 DGC 20.5 25.00 20.5
1003 FWD Scanner Pressure PSI 4.4 -4.80 4. 6
1012 Rear Scanner Pressure PSI 7. 7 5.16 7.8
1212 Gas Tank Pressure 3.67 PSI 1966 1810 1988
1210 Gas Tank Temperature DGC 22. 0 20.0 22.6
1213 Manifold Pressure PSI 67.1 57.53 56.7
1211 Manifold Temperature DGC 21.3 24. 0 21.9
1059 CLB Power Supply Card Temp. DGC 32.8 36.0 37.1
1260 THO1 EBP DGC 26.7 26.0 25.4
1261 THO2 EBP DGC 25.5 23.0 22.9
1262 THO3 EBP DGC 28.1 25.0 23.4
1263 THO1 STS DGC 11.9 -8.0 -6. 8
1264 THO2 STS DGC 6.2 -110 -14.6
1265 THO3 STS DGC 11.4 -12.0 -3.1
1266 THO4 STS DGC 9.7 4.0 -13.9
1267 THO5 STS DGC 9. 5 -2.0 -8.9
1224 SAD R FSST DGC 14.0 28.0 39.5
1244 SAD L FSST DGC 15.8 22.0 27.1





Table 6-3. ACS Voltages and Currents
Orbits
Function Units' 0/1 T/V * 31
1081 RMP 1 MTR Volts VDC -30.1 -30. 13 Off
1082 RMP 1 MTR Current Amps 0.11 0.11 Off
1080 RMP 1 Supply Volts VDC -23.6 -23.88 Off
1091 RMP 2 MTR Volts VDC -29.6 -29.68 -29. 7
1092 RMP 2 MTR Current Amps 0. 10 0. 10 0. 10
1090 RMP 2 Supply Volts VDC -23.3 -23.46 -23.4
1220 SAD RT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC -5.2 -5.0 -4.8
1240 SAD LT MTR WNDNG Volts VDC -5.4 -5.2 -4.8
1227 SAD RT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 14.9 -14. 88 14. 9
1247 SAD LT -15 VDC Conv. VDC 15.2 -15.12 15.2
1056 CLB + 6 VDC TMV 2.3 2. 33 2.4
1055 CLB + 10 VDC TMV 2.7 2.73 2.75
1057 CLB Power Supply Volts TMV 2.8 2. 77 2.8
4006 MMCA Roll Coil TMV 3.21 3.22 3.20
4005 MMCA Pitch Coil TMV 3.15 3.12 3. 12
4004 MMCA Yaw Coil TMV 3.13 3.07 3. 07






The Narrow Band Telemetry, samples, encodes, formats and transmits data from space-
craft service and payload subsystem to earth receiving stations. The subsystem processes
and coherently retransmits an S-Band signal including a ranging code for use in orbit deter-
mination. The subsystem provides timing and synchronizing signals to spacecraft service
and payload subsystems. See Figure 7-1 for functional block diagram, and Figure 7-2 for
hardware illustration. The units in this subsystem are closely associated with those de-
scribed in Section 11, Unified -S-Band/Premodulation Processor and Section 7, Command/
Clock Subsystem.
The Telemetry subsystem was launched in the ON mode and has been operating continu-
ously since then providing data from the spacecraft either to ground stations, the narrow
band recorders or both. The launch configuration is given in Table 7-1 and typical tele-
metry values in Table 7-2. Total performance has been excellent.
Table 7-1. Telemetry Subsystem' Launch Mode
MODE CMD MODE CMD
POWER 1 ON 522 ANALOG MUX A 262
POWER 2 ON 520 DIGITAL MUS A 300
MEM WRITE OFF 361 MEMORY A 240
VER MEM OFF 422 FOR LOG A 302
MTX VER O/R ON 341 VHF XMTR YES 400
B. t 1 OFF 401 VHF XMTR O/R ON 342
B. t 0 OFF 343
FOR PROG ON 462 VHF Transmitter
MTX VER NORM 502
MEM/VER O/R ON 500 VHF MODE RT 207
PRE REG ON A 460 VHF PB O/R ON 230
PRE REG OUT A 463 VHF RF PWR LO 210
BUFF AMP A 440 VHF PWR 1 ON 206
SEL SEQ A 242 VHF PWR 2 ON 170
A/D CONV A 260 VHF XMTR A 231
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Table 7-2. TMP Telemetry Values
Futction I Orbit T/V * Orbit
No. Function Name Unit 0-1 200 Plateau 35
Memory Sequencer A Converter




Dig. Mux A Converter
Dig. Mux B Converter
Formatter/Dig Mux Temp
Analog Mux A Converter
Analog Mux B Converter
A/D Converter A Voltage
A/D Converter B Voltage








Reflected Power (Xmtr A)
Xmtr A-20 VDC
Xmtr A Temp


































































































*Thermal Vacuum Test data
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The Command and Clock Subsystem consists of the following modules: VHF Receiver;
Command integration unit; command clock.
All three modules are located in the sensory ring. Parts of two other modules (Unified
S-Band Equipment and Premodulation Processor) provide one of the two primary inputs to
the Command and Clock Subsystems but are not considered part of the subsystem.
The Command and Clock Subsystem performs the following functions:
1. Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF
ground station.
2. Receives, processes, and stores command information from the USB and VHF
ground stations and executes these commands at the predetermined time.
3. Receives and transfers serial data to the TMP for reprogramming its memory.
4. Provides an accurate time base upon which all spacecraft activities can be
planned, referenced, and measured.
5. Generates Minitrack 36-bit time code data which is stored and transmitted with
TMP, RBV, and MSS data so that the time reference cited above may be used to
process data in the ground station.
6. Generates standard frequencies and motor drive signals used by other subsystems.
The ERTS Systems Command matrix provides for 512 commands as noted in Appendix B.





























































































The ERTS-1 command subsystem was launched in configuration given in Table 8-1 and
activated with the separation and unfold contact closure determined to occur at 19:06:35z
near Tananarive in orbit 0.
Table 8-1. Command/Clock Subsystem Launch Mode
A summary of telemetry values is provided in Table 8-2. Flight data correlates very
closely with Thermal Vacuum test data values.
Command processing of both real time and stored commands have been normal. No spurious
or unexecuted commands have been observed. (Some commanding difficulties have been
experienced but all cases have been coincidental with low elevation at the station, lock on
side lobes or similar ground transmission difficulties.)
The time base provided for spacecraft activities planning has been well within specifications
during this period. Clock drift has been on the order of -2 MS per orbit during this period.
Spacecraft time code, transmitted via RBV, MSS, and Tlm has been reliable and accurate.
All frequency outputs to other subsystems have been nominal.
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Mode Cmd
COMSTOR A OFF 005
COMSTOR B OFF 025
MTX DECODER PR1 011
MTX A DRIVE PR 1 012
MTX B DRIVE PR1 013
OSCILLATOR PR1 014
FREQ GEN PR1 015
VERIFY TOCK 457
MSFN/STADAN A/B 616
CLOCK FUSE 1A 653
CIU CH B ON. 782
CIU CH A ON 786
CLOCK PS/COM ON 783
Table 8-2. Command/Clock Telemetry Summary
Function I I Orbit Thet1nal Vao Orbit
No. Name Mede Units 0/1 200 Plateau 35
I I.
8005 Pri. Power Supply Temp. C 28.39 37.0 37.31
8006 Red. Power Supply Temp. C 28.05 41.3 . 35.73
8007 Pri. Osc. Temp. °C 27. 91 31.1 31.14
8008 Red. Osc. Temp. C 27.68 30. 3 30. 47
8009 Pri. Osc. Output _ TMV 0.93 1.07 0. 95
8010 Red. Osc. Output _ TMV 0.00 0. 98 0. 00
8011 100 Khz Prl. - Red. TMV 3.10 3.10 3.11
8012 10 lhz Prl. - Red. TMV 3.08 3.07 3.10
8013 2.5 Khz Pri. - Red. TMV 2.93 2.95 2. 95
8014 400 Hz Pri. - Red. TMV 4. 38 4. 40 4. 40
8015 Pri. / 4V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC 4.05 4.10 4.10
8016 Red. t 4V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC 3.95 3.98 3. 95
8017 Pr. / V Power Supply Pri. Cik ON VDC 6.04 6.07 6.06
8018 Red. / 6V Power Supply Red. Ctk ON VDC 5.93 5.95 6. 00
8019 Pri. - 6V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC -6.02 -6. 02 . -6.02
8020 Red. - 6V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC -5.99 -6.02 -5. 99
8021 Pri. - 23V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC -22. 90 -22. 96 -22. 88
8022 Red. - 23V Power Supply Red. Clk ON VDC -22.98 -23.0 -22. 98
8023 Pri. - 29V Power Supply Pri. Clk ON VDC -29.07 -29. 2 -29.13
8024 Red. - 29V Power Supply Red. Cik ON VDC -29.21 -29.2 -29. 07
8101 CIU A - 12V CIU A ON VDC -12.32 -12.3 -12.33
8102 CIU B - 12V CIU B ON VDC -12.24 -12.2 -12. 26
8103 CIU A - SV CIU A ON VDC -5.34 -5. 34 -5. 32
8104 CIU B - 5V CIU B ON VDC -5.32 -5. 30 -5.31
8105 CIU A Temp. CIU A ON °C 23.68 24.3 24.47
8106 CIU B Temp. CIU B ON °C 24.12 24.6 24.96
8201 Receiver RF-A Temp. - C 0.00 29.0 0.00
8202 Receiver RF-B Temp. - 0 C 26.79 28.5 27. 98
8203 D MOD A Temp. - 0 C 24.23 37.5 25.41
8204 D MOD B Temp. - °C 32.50 35.4 35. 03
8205 Receiver A AGC Receiver A DBM *.** -70.0 0. 00'*
ON
8206 Receiver B AGC Receiver B DBM -82.58 -57.0 -94.74
ON
8207 Amp. A Output Receiver A TMV *. ** 1.50 0. 00
ON
8208 Amp. B Output Receiver B TMV 2.42 1.54 2. 81
ON
8209 Freq. Shift Key A OUT Receiver A TMV *.** 1.11 0.00
ON
8210 Freq. Shift Key B OUT Receiver B TMV 1.10 1.10 1.10
ON
8211 . Amp. A Output Receiver A TMV . ** 1.11 0.00
ON
8212 Amp. B Output Receiver B TMV 1.13 1.13 1.13
ON
8215 D MOC A - 15V Receiver A TMV *. * 4.98 * **
ON
8216 D· MOD B -15V Receiver B TMV 5.00 4.99 5.00
ON
8217 Regulator A-10OV Receiver A TMV 5*. . 39
ON
8218 Regulator B-IOV Receiver 1B TMV 5.49 .5.50 5. 50
ON
·Thermal Vacuum Test Data
**A component not used since Pre-launch
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SECTION 9
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEMS (OAS)
iI
SECTION 9
ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEMS (OAS)
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) is a monopropellant hydrazine fueled propulsion system
consisting of three thruster assemblies, a propellant feed system, a support structure and
the necessary interconnect plumbing, brackets and electrical harnessing. The propellant
feed system consists of a single tank for storage of both the propellant and pressurant. The
feed system operates in a blow-down mode during which the engine thrust decays from an
initial level of 0. 85 LBf to a final value of 0. 2 LBf as the 67 LB of propellant is consumed.
The operation of the propulsion subsystem permits the flow of hydrazine propellant into a
combustion chamber containing a catalyst. Within the chamber the catalyst spontaneously
decomposes the hydrazine into ammonia, hydrogen and nitrogen gasses having a temperature
of approximately 1800 0 F. These gasses are then expanded through a conical nozzle to pro-
duce thrust. See Figures 9-1 and 9-2 for functional block diagrams and Figure 9-3 for hard-
ware configuration.
The OAS was launched in the OFF mode and remained OFF except as noted in Table 9-1.
Table 9-1. Orbit Adjust Subsystem Launch Mode
Burn Average Performances N2 H4
Orbit Time (sec) Sma** (KM) % of Plan Used .#
-* - 7281.461 --
38 4 7281.484 60.0 0. 01
44 250 7283.456 103.5 0.94
59 318 7285.838 101.5 1.10
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An orbit adjust sequence for ERTS-1 was initiated during orbit 38 to assess the OAS in pre-
paration for an in plane correction of the launch-injection orbital semi-major axis from 7281.461
K. M. (18 day ground track repeat cycle 651. 61 K M, ) to the mean nominal value of 7285. 816 K
K. M. (Error for 18 day ground track repeat cycle of 0. 0 K. M. )
The OAS thruster heaters were turned on and verified at 09:04:16 in orbit 37 (before each burn
the heaters were turned off). In orbit 38, after spacecraft telemetry values were confirmed to
be normal for orbit adjust, the OAS and-X solenoid were turned on at 11:25:01 and off at 11:25:06
(backup off commands were in the Comstor). Due to spacecraft timing only four seconds of
burn was achieved which is within timing constraints on the command system. Figure 9-4
shows dynamic response of the ACS and OAS parameters. An analysis of data and tracking of
the spacecraft showed the firing to be normal in all respects. The semi-major axis was in-
creased to 7281.484 K. M. (Error for 18 day ground track repeat cycle 648. 36 K. M. ). and the
initial orbital correction sequence was planned.
In orbit 43 the OAS heaters were turned on at 19:50:26 and in orbit 44 the OAJ and -X solenoid
were turned on at 21:44:35 and off at 21:48:46 to effect a firing period of 250 seconds. Again
the performance was normal. Figure 9-5 shows performance characteristics.
Tracking data confirmed that the semimajor axis was to 7283. 456 K. M. (Error for 18 day
ground track repeat cycle 353. 18 K. M. ).
A third burn was performed in orbit 59. The OAS heaters were turned on during orbit 58 at
21:37:21 and the OAS and -X thruster were turned on, at 23:34:40 and off at 23:39:58. All off
commands were backed up in Comstor, for a firing period of 318 seconds. Figure 9-6 shows
performance characteristics. Tracking data confirmed that the semimajor axis increased to
7285. 838 K. M. (Error for 18 day ground track repeat cycle 2.4 K. M. ) which was considered
satisfactory for the initial ERTS-1 orbit correction.
Housekeeping functions of the OAS were normal. Table 9-2 gives average Telemetry values
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The purpose of the MMCA is to provide means for generating magnetic dipole moments suffi-
cient to cancel those residual dipole moments that may exist on-the spacecraft. The MMCA
consists of three, mutually perpendicular, chargeable, permanent magnet rods. Activation
of the charging and discharging mechanism is by commands. See Figure 10-1 for functional
block diagram.




Figure 10-1. MMCA Functional Block Diagram
10-1
Table 10-1. MMCA Launch Mode
Housekeeping functions of the MMCA were normal. The unit was not activated; insertion of
dipole values was deferred pending evaluation of the ACS performance. Gating throughout
this period has averaged 1-2 gates in the +R and 0-1 gates in the +P direction per orbit.
Table 10-2 gives average telemetry values.
Table 10-2. :MMCA Telemetry Values
T/V
Orbit OrbitNumber Name Units
0-1 I 20 C Plateau* 35
4001 Al Board Temp ° C 21.12 19.8 19. 77
4002 A2 Board Temp °C 24. 39 23.6 23. 58
4003 Hall Current TMV 3.48 3. 50 3.48
4004 Yaw Flux Density TMV 3. 13 3. 07 :3. 11
4005 Pitch Flux Density TMV 3. 16 3. 12 3. 13
4006 Roll Flux Density TMV 3. 21 3. 22 3. 19








The Unified S-Band Equipment (USBE) consists of two S-Band transmitter/receiver pairs
(transponders). Each transmitter/receiver pair normally operates as a separate unit, only
one of the two is powered at any given time, but it is possible to cross-strap them by ground
command. When cross-strapped, the receiver of one transponder and the transmitter of the
other are powered. The USB Receiver receives the uplink RF signal, demodulates the com-
mand and ranging subcarriers, and when possible, provides a phase-locked oscillator signal
for the down-link USB transmitter. A ranging (psuedo-random noise-PRN) signal is demodu-
lated and is available for modulation of the downlink upon ground command. The subcarrier
containing command information is sent to the PMP. One or the other USB receiver is powered
at all times. The USB transmitter uses either the phase-locked oscillator of the USB receiver
or, if sufficient signal for phase-lock is not present, an auxiliary oscillator for the transmitter
RF driver. Back-up modes allow and sometimes require use of the auxiliary oscillator or the
receiver oscillator (phase-locked or free-running) at all times. Modulation of the USB trans-
mitter comes from the PMP and may or may not have the PRN ranging signal added. Switch-
ing permits either transmitter to be ON or OFF but both transmitters ON simultaneously is not
possible. Protection against inadvertent leaving ON of either transmitter (and/or either of the
wide band power amplifiers) is provided by a 32 minute cutoff timer. See Figure 11-1 for
Functional Block diagram. Figures 11-2 and 11-3 are modulation formats.
The USBE was launched in the OFF mode as noted in Table 11-1 and activated after separation
near 0 Tananarive. Commands were successfully uplinked at 1 Madrid and have continued to


















































































































































MSFN COMMAND WAVEFORMS GENERATION
fo = 2106.4 MHZ
Figure 11-3. MSFN/USB Uplink Modulation
11-4
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Table 11-1. USB/PMP Launch Mode




Function Orbit 20 ° Orbit
No. Function Name Mode Units 0-1 Plateau 35
11001 USB Receiver AGC Receiver A Low DBM -127.24 -130.5 -122. 7
11002 USB Transmitter Power Transmitter A ON WTS 2. 21 1.26 3. 11
11003 Receiver Error Receiver A Normal KHz -24. 23 -14.4 -2179
11004 USB Transponder Temp. Transponder ON C 20.37 25.1 22.9 
11005 USB Transponder Pres. Transponder ON PSI 15.68 18.9 15.91
11007 USB Transmitter A-15V Transmitter A ON VDC -15.16 -15.51 -15.20
11008 USB Transmitter B-15V Transmitter B ON VDC ** -15.0
11009 USB Ranging Mode-15-V Ranging ON Disc. A ON VDC -14.76 -14.4 -14.76
11101 PMP A Voltage Discrim. A ON Mod A ON VDC -15.21 -14.74 -15.12
11102 PMP B Voltage Discrim. B ON Mod B ON VDC ** 14.7 **
11102 PMP B Voltage Discrim. B ON Mod OFF VDC ** 15.15
11103 PMP A Temp. TLM Power ON C 23.14 31.0 30.44
11104 PMP B Temp. TLM Power ON °C 20.26 28.3 25.72
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data. T/V data for USBE S/N FT 01




USB XMTR PWR EN 347
USB XMTR DIS 757
AUX OSC EN 150
SEL XMTR A 126
RANGING OFF 146
MOD INPUT NORM . 147
MOD A OFF 626
MOD B OFF 665
SE L NBR 606
NBTR SEL 1 646
WBVTR SEL 1 624
.. _ _ _ _ _....I I 
SECTION 12
SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM
SECTION 12
SEPARATION AND UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM
The Separation and Unfold Subsystem consists of the following components: Unfold Timer,
Unfold Switch, Separation Switches, Unfold Motors, and Cable Cutter Assembly. At pro-
grammed separation time the launch vehicle provides power to fire four electro explosive
bolt cutters to effect spacecraft separation. -See Figures 12-1 and 12-2 for mechanical
arrangement, and Figure 12-3 for a Functional Block Diagram.
The separation subsystem performed as expected. The 2. 5 and 5 second timers caused
paddle unfold. Before separation the subsystem properly restrained the paddles, disabled.
the primary and redundant matrix A drivers, provided - 24.5 VDC to the Attitude control
reset line and provided telemetry signals indicating that the spacecraft was still mated to
the Delta Vehicle. After separation all circuits were activated, separation was confirmed
by Function 5002 Spacecraft Separation Switch changing from 0 to 1 state at 19:06:35
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The ELS is a collection of three modules: The Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU) (See Figure
13-1 for functional block diagram); The Power Switching Module (PSM) (See Figure 13-2
for functional block diagram) and the Interface Switching Module (ISM). Together they per-
form a variety of electrical interfacing functions including: Power switching, telemetry
signal generation, switching logic, power fusing, signal switching (Data) time code pro-
cessing, automatic "shut-off" timers.
The ElS contains a variety of telemetry points all of which are associated with other sub-
systems and have been discussed in those sections.
The Launch mode of the APU is given in Table 13-1.




P/L TIMER DIS 720
SEARCH TRACK NORM 631
USB/WPA TIM EN 755
All EIS functions which were exercised during launch and activation were executed and
confirmed. After launch power switching was held to a minimum. Operation of time code
processing, search track data processing, back-up timer operation, signal switching and
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Thermal control of the spacecraft is required in order to provide a mounting surface tempera-
ture of 200 + 10 C for all equipment mounting internal to the spacecraft. The ERTS space-
craft is composed of three separate elements, the solar arrays, Attitude Control Subsystem
and the sensory ring. These elements are thermally decoupled such that the environment for
mission support and payload equipment is provided by the sensory ring-Thermal Control
Subsystem. The subsystem is composed of both semipassive and passive elements. The
semipassive elements are shutters and heaters. Shutters are located on each of the 18
peripheral compartments and are actuated by two-phase, fluid-filler, bellows assemblies.
The heaters are energized by ground command. Passive control in the form of insulation
and coatings works in coordination with the semipassive elements to maintain the thermal
balance of the vehicle. Figure 14-1 is a block diagram of the thermal control S/S.
In ERTS-1 the thermal control functions were balanced prior to launch and maintained their
balance, within expected tolerances, throughout powered flight and orbital operations.
The thermal subsystem in both the sensory ring and the ACS was within the expected limits
at all locations with only one exception.
The forward sun sensor on the array transition section registered temperatures of 600,
about 20 C higher than expected. An in-depth analysis showed this value is reasonable for
this particular sensor location. The increased temperature is not detrimental to space-
craft operation. (See Appendix E).
Average temperatures were: ACS baseplate 22.4 C; Sensory ring 20. 1 C; and Center Section
18. 4 C. The shutter Position average at orbit 35 was 35.70 .
Table 14-1 provides typical average telemetry values for the Zener modules obtained during
























Table 14-1. Thermal Telemetry Values
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
14-3/4
T/V
Function Orbit 200C* Orbit
No. Function Name Unit 0-1 Plateau 35
7080 TLM Conv. Mod. Q1 Thermistor Zener VDC 8.16 8.18 8.19
7081 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Thermistor Zener VDC 8. 37 8. 38 8. 40
7082 TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Thermistor Zener VDC 8.31 8.31 8.31
7083 TLM Conv. Mod. Q1 Shutter Zener VDC 8.31 8.31 8.32
7084 TLM Conv. Mod. Q2 Shutter Zener VDC 8.19 8.19 8.19
7085. TLM Conv. Mod. Q3 Shutter Zener VDC 8. 14 8. 15 8.15
SECTION 15
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
SECTION 15
NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
(NBTR) consists of a single-track recording mechanism and the associated electronics
necessary for proper amplification and filtering of the RECORD and PLAYBACK signals
and for control of the record mechanism. The recorder is completely contained in one box.
The recorder records 1 KBPS data from the Telemetry Processor and upon command plays
back the stored data with simultaneous outputs to the VHF Transmitter and the Premodulation
Processor. The playback speed is 24 times the record speed, and the output data rate is
therefore 24KBPS. The NBTR erases the tape immediately after playback.
The recorder has a capacity for recording 210 minutes of data and stops automatically when
it reaches end-of-tape. Playback is accomplished on command, affecting a reversal in tape
direction at 24 times the record rate. Playback can be commanded at any time before the
recorder reaches end-of-tape.
The ERTS spacecraft contains two Narrowband. Tape Recorders, providing a total sequential
recording capability of 420 minutes. A simplified block diagram of the Narrowband tape re-
corder is given in Figure 15-1.
The Narrowband Tape Recorders were launched in the record mode as shown in Table 15-1.
The launch mode was verified from telemetry on the CRT display and on the strip charts.
Table 15-1. Narrowband Tape Recorders Launch Mode
MODE CMD
NBTR 1 REC 543






Recorder B was recording from 17:24:37 on 23 July 1972, prior to launch; and Recorder A was
recording from 17:48:37. Recorder A was commanded to PLAYBACK at Alaska at 19:36:51,
in Orbit 1. Recorder B was commanded to PLAYBACK at Alaska at 21:18:47 in Orbit 2.
Subsequent Operations
After Orbit 0/1 when both recorders were in the record mode, Recorder B was left OFF from
19:45:41, in Orbit 1, until 21:18:47 in Orbit 2 when it was commanded to PLAYBACK just
prior to taking its turn to relieve Recorder A.
Thereafter the recorders were alternated in the RECORD mode, and performed their PLAY-
BACK generally after 1 minute of overlap of the two recorders in the RECORD mode.
Typical telemetry values are shown in Table 15-2. All are normal.
Table 15-2. Narrow Band Tape Recorder Telemetry Values
Orbits
* 1 -~
T/V A Rec 6 13
Value B Rec A Rec B Rec
Func. 20 0 C "Rec" P/B P/B
No. Name Plateau Mode Mode Mode
10001 A-Motor Current (ma)
Record 198 190.10
P/B 185 180.0
10101 B Motor Current (ma)
Record 194 193.26
P/B 185 188.18
10002 A-Pwr Supply Cur. (ma)
Record 315 320.50
P/B 540 535. 78
10102 B-Pwr Supply Cur. (ma)
Record 313 317.62
P/B 535 570.78
10003 A-Recorder Temp (DCC) 25.4 25.47 24.00
10103 B-Recorder Temp (DCC) 23.8 24. 58 24.09
10004 A-Supply Volt -24. 55 -24. 47 -24. 59
10104 B-Supply Volt -24.49 -24. 44 -24.60
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
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SECTION 16
WIDE BAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
SECTION 16
WIDE BAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
The Wide band Telemetry Subsystem (WBTS) consists of two, 20-watt S-Band FM Transmitters
and associated filters, antennas, and signal conditioning equipment (a 10-watt mode is available
by command. ) The subsystem is used to transmit Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) Video data, and
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) pcm digital data to the ERTS ground stations. The RBV and MSS
data can be transmitted in real time as it is being generated, or recorded on either of two
Video Tape Recorders (or both) and played back through the WBTS when in view of ground
station. A Functional Block Diagram is shown in Figure 16-1 and the physical configuration
is illustrated in Figure 16-2.
It was launched in the OFF mode and in the configuration shown in Table 16-1. Verification of
this mode was obtained in the telemetry from Madrid and Alaska playback early in orbit 1. The
check compare (table 8) on the CRT verified there were no exceptions to the commanded con-
figuration.
INITIAL TURN-ON
The Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem was initially turned on in orbit 12 while over Greenbelt.
At 14:36:48 both wide band power amplifiers were turned on together with Inverter A at
14:36:51. 10 watts output power was selected for both power amplifiers at 14:38:04 for
amplifier #1 and at 14:38:20 for amplifier #2. Filters A and B were both inhibited at 14:39:18
thus allowing only the unmodulated carrier to radiate.
The power amplifiers were both turned OFF at 14:50:00 and inverter A turned OFF at 14:50:03.



























Table 16-1. Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem Launch Mode
MODE CMD
WBPA1, 2 EN PRIME/RED 776/754
WBPA 1 OFF 561
OUTPUT SEL 1 LO 541
WBPA 2 OFF 067
OUTPUT SEL 2 LO 047
RBV Bias A 546
DATA WBPA PRIME 705
Table 16-2. Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem
Telemetry Values
(1) Name Telem Orbit 12 Orbit 28
12001 Temp, TWT Coll. (DGC) Hi(3 ) 38.7 37.10 37.10
12101 Lo 31.5 32.50 30.77
12002 Cur, Helix (MA) 6.47 (3) 4.20 5.83
12102 5.26 4.99 5.37
12003 Cur, TWT Cath. (MA) 45.3 32.66 45.66
12103 33.5 33.30 34. 02
12004 Fwd Power (DBM) 43.2 41.18 43.21
12104 41.2 41.07 41.25
12005 Refn Power (DBM) 32.4 31.79 35. 03
12105 30.6 28.33 30.26
12227 Con. Volt, Loop Stress (MHz) (4) -2.5 -0. 03
12228 0.99 1.44
12229 Temp, Mod (DGC) 24.4 22.74 20. 3
12232 +15 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 2.69 2.69 2.60
12234 -15 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 5.91 5.98 5. 78
12236 +5 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 4.01 3.95 3.92
12238 -5 VDC Pwr Sup (TMV) (5) 5.26 5.28 5. 06
12240 -24 VDC Unreg. Pwr (TMV) (5) 5.42 5.55 5. 54
12242 Temp, Inv. (DGC) 20.0 21.55 21.16
NOTES:
(1) Function numbers for WBVTR-1 = XXOXX; for WBVTR 2 = XX1XX.
(2) Thermo-Vacuum Test data for comparison.
(3) Pwr outputs of 10 or 20 watts can be selected; both operated at 10 watts for Orbit 12,
for Orbit 28, WBVTR-1 at 20w; WBVTR-2 at 10 watts.
(4) Any reading other than zero or -7. 5 is acceptable
(5) Only power supply A operated during these orbits.
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SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
The Wide Band Telemetry Subsystem was operated in orbits 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19 (#1 only),
20 (#2 only), 21 (#2 only), 26, 27, 28, 30 (#2 only), 32, 33 and 34. The entire subsystem
operated normally throughout these orbits, as shown in the telemetry values of typical orbits
shown in Table 16-2. In orbit 30, it was decided to operate both power amplifiers in the 20
watt mode to simplify operation. (PA #2 can be operated at 10 watts when MSS data is being
transmitted, PA #1 with RBV data was always intended to be operated at 20 watts). At
21:25:57 the WPA2 mode was changed to 20 watts. The Helix current was 6. 96 ma in orbit
30, and 7. 32 in orbit 33. It has remained at about this value ever since.
.16-5/6
SECTION 17







The AMS is a passive radiometric balance sensor which operates in the 14 - 16 micron
IR Band. This band pass was selected to take advantage of the earth's horizon predictabi-
lity in the 14-16 micron region, and to improve the off-null accuracy by ground based cor-
rection. The entire earth disk is imaged by a germanium lens to a focal surface containing
four light pipes (four field of view sectors). See Figure 17-1 for functional block diagram,
and Figure 17-2 for hardware illustration. AMS Telemetry Values are shown in Table 17-1.
The AMS was launched in the OFF mode (CMD 774), turned ON during Orbit 6 and has been
performing normally since then.
Table 17-1. AMS Telemetry Values
Function ____________ Average Value
No. Units Orbit 7 20°C Plateau Orbit 35
3004 Case - Temp 1 °C 17.05 19.1 18.92
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Figure 17-2. Attitude Measurement Sensor 
SECTION 18
WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
SECTION 18
THE WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR)
The Wideband Video Tape Recorder (WBVTR) Subsystem is comprised of two rotating-head,
magnetic tape recorders, each housed in two enclosures: (1) a pressurized housing for the
Transport Unit (TU) and; (2) an unpressurized enclosure for the Electronics Unit (EU). The
TU includes the transport mechanism, the video head wheel, record amplifiers, playback
pre-amplifiers and transport controls. The EU includes the record and playback formatting
circuitry, the voltage converter, motor control circuits and command and control circuits.
The primary function of either WBVTR is to selectively record, store and playback analog
data from the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) cameras or digital data from the Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) Subsystem. Additional record and playback channels are provided on the tape.
These include a prerecorded Search Track Signal for providing tape position information, an
Auxiliary Track for recording PCM telemetry data and a servo control track for playback
speed control. A transverse recording technique utilizing four rotating heads is used for
Wideband RBV and MSS data. The narrowband data, (servo control, PCM data and search
pattern) are recorded longitudinally with fixed heads. See Figure 18-1 for functional block
diagram. Figures 18-2, 3 and 4 show physical configuration. The launch and activation
evaluation follows.
LAUNCH MODE
The Wideband Video Tape Recorders 1 and 2 (WBVTR-1 and 2) were launched in the mode
shown in Table 18-1. This launch mode'was verified by OCC during prelaunch checkout at
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Figure 18-4. ERTS VTR Transpor t 
ACT IVAT ION
Initial activation of the wideband video tape'
recorder began in Orbit 5 on July 24, 1972, Table 18-1. Launch Configuration
Mode CMD
while the spacecraft was making a night-
WBVTR I OFF 651
time pass over Greenbelt. WBVTR-2 was WBVTR 2 OFF 712
RBV STBY 1 464
turned on at 02:09:40 GMT and WBVTR-1 VOPROT2 EN 554
VO PROT 2 EN 554
VO PROT 1 EN 467
was turned on at 02:10:02. Both were im- SEARCH TRA NORM 563
WBVTR-1 TAPE POSITION
mediately commanded to standby, then to WBVTR-2 TAPE POSITION
fast rewind. WBVTR-2 was commanded
OFF at 02:11:54; and WBVTR-1 was commanded OFF at 02:12:09. Everything was normal.
Typical telemetry values of rewind in orbit 31 are shown in Table 18-2.
SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS
Operation in the fast rewind mode having been verified in orbit 5, operation in the playback
mode was commanded during orbit 15 while over Greenbelt. WBVTR-1 was turned on, and
configured to the playback mode at 19:41:41. WBVTR-2 followed at 19:43:33. WBVTR-1
was commanded OFF at 19:46:45, having run for 5 minutes and 4 sec. WBVTR-2 was com-
manded off at 19:48:53 having run for 5 minutes and 20 seconds. The input currents were
shown in telemetry to be 3. 15 and 3. 70 respectively, both well within normal limits. Other
telemetry readings for this orbit. are shown in Table 18-3. The record mode of operation for
WBVTR-1 was to be tested. during orbit 19 when the RBV was scheduled for initial operation.
WBVTR-1 was put in the record mode and configured for RBV data. Due to inability to com-
plete the RBV tests before LOS, .no video data was recorded in this orbit.
The record mode of operation for WBVTR-2 was verified in orbit 20, while over Greenbelt.
With the MSS scheduled for initial operation, WBVTR-2 was put in the record mode and con-
figured for MSS data. It was turned on at 03:55:34, and commanded OFF at 04:01:39, re-
cording MSS test data during this interval. No telemetry verification of either MSS OFF or
18-6
Table 18-2. WBVTR Rewind Mode Telemetry Values
T/V
Function 20 0 C O




























Pressure (PSI) Transport Unit
Temp (DGS) Transport Unit
Temp (DGS) Transport Unit
Speed (PCT) Capstan
Speed (PCT) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Capstan Motor
Voltage (VPP) Playback
Current (AMP) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Input to Recorder























































Table 18-3. WBVTR Playback Mode Telemetry Values
T/V
Function 20 0 C -. Orbits











Pressure (PSI) Tranisport Unit
Temp (DGS) Transport Unit
Temp (DGS) Electronics Unit
Speed (PCT) Capstan
Speed (PCT) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Capstan Motor
Voltage (VPP) Playback
Current (AMP) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Input to Recorder






















































































































Table 18-4. WBVTR Record Mode Telemetry Values
$
T/V
Fuvnltlon 20°C __ O rbit
No. Name Plateau 26 21
Pressure (PSI) Transport Unit
Temp (DGS) Transport Unit
Temp (DGC) Electronics Unit
Speed (PCT) Capstan
Speed (PCT) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Capstan Motor
Voltage (VPP) Playback
Current (AMP) Headwheel
Current (AMP) Input to Recorder
































































































WBVTR-2 OFF was received immediately. The command sequence was repeated twice,
before verification was received of both systems OFF at 04:02:47. All telemetry functions
were normal.
During orbit 21, WBVTR-2 was commanded on to record the MSS sun calibration tests over
Goldstone. It was turned on at 05:39:17 and configured in the record mode. It operated
throughout the MSS tests for 5 minutes and 52 seconds, being turned OFF at 05:45:01. The
telemetry values were normal, the input current was 3. 57 amperes, all telemetry was normal.
In orbit 26, the RECORD mode for WBVTR-1 was verified. It was configured to the RBV
whose initiation cycle was repeated from the unsuccessful try in orbit 19. At 14:44:30,
WBVTR-1 was commanded to RECORD and was commanded OFF at 14:51:57, successfully
recording the video from the RBV pass. Telemetry values are shown in Table 18-4.
In orbit 31, while over Alaska, both WBVTR's were commanded to rewind at 23:10:15 to
a postion 11 minutes from beginning of tape. At 23:13:18 WBVTR-2 was commanded to
STANDBY and at 23:13:16 it was commanded OFF. WBVTR-1 was commanded to STANDBY
at 23:14:04 and to OFF at 23:14:06. Telemetry values were normal and are shown in
Table 18-2.
In orbit 32, the two recorders were commanded to playback at 02:16:25, to STANDBY at 02:26:09;
and to OFF by 02:26:44. Telemetry values were normal.
In orbit 33 playback of both WBVTR's was commanded at 02:16:25. At 02:26:09 both WB
recorders were commanded to STANDBY and then to OFF at 02:26:11. Telemetry indicated
normal for all operations. (See Table 18-3. )
In orbit 34, playback was again commanded ON at 03:58:29 for WBVTR-1 and at 03:58:30
for WBVTR-2. Both were commanded to STANDBY at 04:03:18 and to OFF at 04:03:20.
Telemetry values were normal.
18-10
In orbit 35, fast rewind was commanded for. both WBR's at 05:40:00, STANDBY for both




RETURN BEAM VIDICON SYSTEM (RBV)
SECTION 19
RETURN BEAM VIDICON SYSTEM (RBV) 
Ground scene information is viewed through three Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) Camera Sensors
as they are simultaneously exposed. The RBV sensors convert the scene information in three,
unique spectral bands into low-level analog signals. The Camera Electronics convert this
information into a video format that is fed to the Camera Controller Combiner (CCC) where
the three camera videos are combined with sync, blanking, and timing signals and with coding
information to produce a single composite video format. The Camera Controller Combiner
controls the operating modes of the cameras and the generation of the composite video signal.
The cameras may be commanded for single exposure, cyclic exposure and calibration. The
composite video signal is either stored on a Wideband Video Tape Recorder for later playback
or transmitted real time through the spacecraft Wideband Telemetry Subsystem. An auxiliary
video signal from each camera may also be applied directly to the Wide Band Telemetry System
without passing through the CCC. See Figure 19-1 for functional block diagram, and Figure
19-2 for physical illustration.
Table 19-1. Return Beam Vidicon
Subsystem Launch Mode
The RBV subsystem was launched in the
mode shown in Table 19-1. Verification MODE CMID
of this mode was obtained by telementry
CALIBRATE EN 372
early in orbit 1 at Madrid and later by APERTURE CORR OUT 431
playback from Alaska. EXPOSURE 4 454
CYCLE CONT 470
CATH REACT OFF 371
Initial Turn-on MAG COMP EN 677
MAG COMP HI 753
The RBV subsystem was first turned ON THER MOD 1 EN 770
and OFF in a rapid sequence while over THER MOD 2 EN 730
THER MOD 3 EN 672
Greenbelt in Orbit 19. It was turned ON RBV PWROFF 731
at 02:12:09 and OFF 1 second later. Ex- CCC OFF 432
CAM 1 OFF 511
amination of strip chart records of the CAM 2 OFF 510
payload bus current and other telemetry CAM 3 OFF 512
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Figure 19-2. Return Beam Vidicon 
showed everything normal. The RBV was turned on again at 02:13:07 with only CCC on and
Camera 1 on transmitting via WBPA-1 and recording on WBVTR-1. RBV was turned OFF at
02:13:40. Camera 1 was turned OFF at 02:14:41 and Camera 2 was turned ON 02:14:42. Due
to operational difficulties in configuring the Spacecraft Wideband filters the time for the
complete test could not be maintained. It was decided to repeat the turn-on sequence in
Orbit 26. Accordingly, the RBV was turned OFF at 02:20:02.
In Orbit 26 while over Greenbelt the RBV was turned ON. It transmitted via the WBPA-1 and
recorded on the WBVTR-1. Exposure 3 was set at 14:40:51 and camera 1 was turned ON at
14:42:23. The RBV was turned OFF at 14:45:48, camera 1 turned OFF at 14:46:03 and camera
2 turned ON at 14.:46:04. RBV was turned back ON at 14:46:20 and OFF at 14:47:36. Camera 2
was turned OFF at 14:47:51 and camera 3 turned ON at 14:47:52. RBV was again turned. ON at
14:48:07 and turned OFF at 14:49:21. Camera 1 was turned ON at 14:49:37; Camera 2 added at
14:49:38 and RBV turned back ON at 14:49:51. Because Camera 3 was left ON in the prior test
sequence, all three cameras were now operating, At 14:50:49 the Calibrate Enable command
was given, and at 14:50:50 RBEV was commanded to start Calibrate. At 14:51:57 RBV and
WVBVTR-1 were turned OFF.
Telemetry values throughout this test sequence were good and are shown in Table 19-2. The
video signal was also watched on the "A". scope of the TR-70 tape recorder at OCC. The sync.
pulses and the video were normal throughout these tests.
Subsequent Operations
In Orbit 27 the RBV was operated with exposure 1 from 16:30:43 to 16:34:33, transmitting in
real time thru WBPA-1. All telemetry and video were normal.
In Orbit 28 the RBV was turned ON at 18:09:25 and OFF at 18:15:01. All telemetry readings,
video and sync pulses were normal.
In Orbit 30, the RBV was turned ON at 21:27L01 with exposure 1 with all three cameras operat-
ing in continuous cycle. All telemetry and video signals were normal.
In orbits 32 and 33 playback of RBV data was executed successfully.
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Table 19-2. RBV Telemetry Values
Name
CCC Board Temp (DGC)
CCC PWR Sup. Temp (DGC)
15V SUPPLY (TMV)
+6V,-5.25v PWR.SUP(TMV)
VIDEO OUTPUT VOLT (TMV)
COMBINED ALIGNMENT CUR(TMV)
TEMP. IN ELEC. UNIT (DGC)
TEMP IN LV: PWR SUP (DG-C)
DEFL PWR. SUP #10V (TMV)
L.V. PWR. Sup.+6 v, - 6.3 (TMV)
Current in Ther.Elec (TMV)
Vidicon Fili. Cur. (TMV)
Target Volt. To Vidicon (TMV)
Vert. Defl. Volt. (TMV)
Temp Vidicon Face Plate (DGC)

















































































































































































The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) system consists of spacecraft and ground equipment which
permits images of the earth to be obtained simultaneously in several spectral bands. The
ERTS-1 MSS uses a 4-band scanner operating in the solar reflected spectral band region of
from 0. 5 to 1. 1 micrometers (microns) wave length, and scans cross track swatchs of 0. 5
Km (at a 496-nm altitude), imaging six scan lines across in each of the four spectral bands
simultaneously. The object plane is scanned by means of an oscillating, flat mirror between
the scene and the double reflector telescope optical chain. The 11. 56 degree cross-track
field-of-view is scanned as the mirror oscillates approximately +2.89 degrees about its
nominal position as shown in Figure 20-1.
The instantaneous field-of-view of each detector subtends an earth-area square of 259 feet
on a side from the nominal orbit altitude. Field stops are formed for each line imaged during
a scan, and for each spectrai band, by the square input end of an optical fiber. Six of these
fibers in each of four bands are arranged in 4 x 6 matrix in the focal plane of the telescope.
See Figure 20-2 for functional block diagram, and Figure 20-3 for hardware configuration.
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was launched in the OFF mode except that the Rotating
shutter was commanded ON to distribute the launch mode stresses around the bearing. This
configuration is shown in Table 20-1. Verification of this configuration was obtained from
telemetry in Orbit 1 at Madrid and by playback from Orbit 1 at Alaska.
In Orbit 1 at Alaska, the rotating shutter (and the enabling primary power switch for MSS)
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Figure 20-3. Multispectral Scanner 
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Table 20-1. Multispectral Scanner Subsystem Launch Mode
ROT SHUTTER ON 152 -
CAL LAMP A 117
CAL LAMP OFF 177
SCAN PWR 1 217
SCAN MON OFF 172
SCAN MON A 255
SCAN MIRROR INH 256
SCAN MIR PWR 1 312
MIR SCAN OFF 335
MUX INH 276
MUX MODE COMP 315
HEATER OFF 735
SYS ON/OFF NORM -316
BAND 1 GAIN LO 175
BAND 2 GAIN LO 174
Initial Turn-On
The initial turn on of the MSS subsystem was in Orbit 20 while over Greenbelt.
The WBPA-2 was turned on by stored command 03:52:07. The launch mode of Mux COM-
PRESSED and LOW gain were- still in effect from launch. Filter B was connected to real-
time data output of the MSS at 03:54:54. The Calibration Lamp and Scan Mirror were turned
on at 03:55:15; NORMAL mode was selected for Mux and the Scan Mirror; and Mid-Scan
Code were turned ON at 03:55:16. WBVTR-2 was turned ON at 03:55:34, put in STANDBY
20-5
Mode Cmd
MSS BOTH EN 632
SYSTEM PWR ON 052
HIGH VOLT OFF 073
SEL INV A 053
BAND 1 OFF 076
BAND 2 OFF 132
BAND 3 OFF 135
BAND 1 HV A 054
BAND 2 HV A 055
BAND 3 HV A 056
BAND 1 HV OFF 176
BAND 2 HV OFF 233




at 03:55:35, and in RECORD at 03:55:47. MSS System was commanded ON at 03:56:22. Band
4 was commanded on at 03:56:22 and left ON throughout the remainder of this test. MSS
Hi-Voltage and Band 1 were both turned ON at 03:56:23. .Telemetry as displayed on the CRT
displays and on the strip charts, showed normal operation. At 03:57:53 Band 1 high voltage
was turned ON. This was the first opportunity to observe if corona would occur. No sign
of corona could be seen in either telemetry or the video output, being observed on the "A"
scope of the FR 1928.
Band 1 and its Hi Voltage were turned OFF at 03:58:50 and Band 2, with its Hi Voltage was
turned ON at 03:58:51. Again no corona effects could be observed.
Band 2 and its Hi Voltage were turned OFF at 03:59:23, and Band 3, with its Hi Voltage was
turned ON at 03:59:24. Again no corona effects could be observed. Leaving Band 3 ON:
Band 1 with its High Voltage was added at 04:00:08. Band 2 with its hi voltage was also
added at 04:00:09. Now the full MSS system was operating, since Band 4 had been ON all
the while. Video and telemetry were .normal and no sign of corona could be observed.
MSS, WBPA-2 and WBVTR-2 were commanded OFF at 04:02:45. Telemetry values were
normal as shown in Table 20-2. Video and strip charts were normal.
Subsequent Operations
In Orbit 21 a sun calibration was performed while over Goldstone. At 05:36:04 WBPA-2
was turned ON. At 05:38:32 MSS was turned ON. WBVTR-2 was turned ON at 05:39:04.
put in STANDBY at 05:39:05 and in record at 05:39:17. The MSS was configured with all
Bands operating, Mux mode LINEAR in 'LOW gain for Bands 1 and 2. The sun calibrate
pulse appeared at 05:41:48 and vanished at 05:42:00. The amplitude of the pulse was dis-
tinctly below the expected value in all bands, being 0. 1 the expected value in Band 1, 0. 3
the expected valve in Band 2, 0. 6 in Band 3 and 0.7 in Band 4. At 05:45:02 MSS and
WBVTR-2 were turned OFF, and at 05:45:22 WBPA-2 was turned OFF.
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Table 20-2. MSS Telemetry
T. V. Orbits
Function Name Norm 20 27 1 30
15040, MUX - 6 VDC (TMV) 3. 95 4.03 3. 84 4. 03
15041 AID SUPPLY (TMV) 5.82 5.53 5.65 5. 92
42 AVERAGE DENSITY (TMV) 1.76 1.67 2. 02 2.44
43 FIBER OPTICS PLATE 1 TEMP (DGC) 20.6 17.67 17. 38 17.67
44 FIBER OPTICS PLATES TEMP (DGC) 20.5 17.46 17.15 17.46
45 MUX TEMP (DGC) 22.4 21.19 19.44 19.55
46 ELEC COVER TEMP (DGC) 21.5 19.37 19.09 19. 30
47 PWR. SUP. TEMP. (DGC) 21.6 17.41 17.03 17.22
48 SCAN MIR REG. TEMP (DGC) 22. 8 16. 35 15. 70 15.79
49 SCAN MIR DRIVE ELEC. TEMP (PGC) 22. 8 16.12 15.52 15.62
15150 SCAN MIR DRIVE COVER TEMP (DGC) 22.4 15. 94 15.43 15.63
51 SCAN MIR TEMP (DGC) 21.1 15.60 14.97 15.35
52 ROT. SHUT HOUSING TEMP (DGC) 20.8 16.91 16.59 16.93
53 SCAN MIR REG VOLT (TMV) 4.44 4.42 4. 40 4.64
54 CAL LAMP CURRENT (TMV) 1.06 1.08 1.07 1.12
55 BAND 1 15 VDC (TMV) 4. 94 4. 97 4. 97 4. 97
56 BAND 2 15 VDC (TMV) 5.05 5.10 5.10 5.10
57 BAND 3 15 VDC (TMV) 4.94 5.00 4.76 5.00
58 BAND 4 15 VDC (TMV) 5.00 5.10 4.86 5.10
59 TLM 15 VDC (TMV) 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02
15060 +12 VDC + 6 VDC (TMV) 4.90 4.82 4.79 5.02
61 LOGIC: + 5 VDC (TMV) 4. 80 4. 82 4. 83 4.76
62 RECT. + 19 VDC (TMV) 4.81 4.80 4.76 5. 00
63 RECT. - 19 VDC (TMV) 3.42 3.42 3.40 3. 57
64 BAND 1 HVA (TMV) 5.12 5.10 5.10 5.10
65 BAND 1 HVB (TMV) 5.05 - -
66 BAND 2 HVA (TMV) 4.46 4.50 4.50 4.50
67 BAND 2 HVB (TMV) 4.56 - - -
68 BAND 3 HVA (TMV) 4.58 4.60 4.60 4. 60
69 BAND 3 HVB (TMV) · 4.54 - - -
15070 SHUT MOT. CONTR. INTE (TMV) 2.'46 2.43 2.41 2.52
15071 SCAN MIRROR DRIVE CLOCK (TMV) 1.94 1.93 1.90 1. 99






In Orbit 27 MSS was turned ON at 16:28:56 while over the mid western U.S. at 16:29:47
Band 1 was put in LOW gain; at 16:30:00 Band 2 was put in LOW gain. At 16:30:12 Mux
was put in COMPRESSED mode. At 16;34:33 all payloads were turned OFF. Teleomtry
was normal as shown in Chart 20-2. Video and Strip charts were normal. In orbit 30
while over Alaska MSS was turned ON at 21:26:49. Mux was in COMPRESSED mode and
Bands 1 and 2 in LOW gain. The mid-scan code was OFF. WBPA-2 has been turned on at
21:22:41 by stored command. The MSS was turned OFF at 21:36:37 and WBPA-2 OFF at




DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM DCS
SECTION 21
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM DCS
The Data Collection System is designed to relay data from randomly distributed Data Collection
Platforms (DCP) through the ERTS-1 spacecraft to any one of three receiving sites Greenbelt,
MD.; Fairbanks, Alaska; Goldstone, Calif. The DCS system will collect and provide at least
one message from each of up to 1000 Data Collection Platforms in the continental U. S. every
12 hours, with a probability of 0. 95; with a nominal ERTS S/C orbit and all 3 ground stations
operating. See Figure 21-1 for system description, Figure 21-2 for functional block diagram,
and Figure 21-3 for hardware configuration.
The Data Collection Subsystem was launched in the mode shown in Table 21-1. Verification
of this mode was obtained by CRT displays and strip charts from telemetry received from
Madrid and playback from Alaska early in Orbit 1. Six DCS ground station platforms were
operational at launch time rith three more added during this period.
Table 21-1. Data Collection System Launch Mode
MODE CMD
RECEIVER 1 OFF 407
RECEIVER 2 OFF 406
Initial-Turn-On
DCS Receiver #1 was turned ON at 02:10:19 in Orbit 5, and has been left ON since. The equip-
ment operated normally, Telemetry values are shown in Table 21-2. The first two messages
were poor due to improper tracking with the USB antenna, but the remainder of the 52 messages
received at Greenbelt were good.
Five East Coast platforms were received during Orbit 5.
In Orbit 6 during overlapping passes at Greenbelt and Goldstone only 1 of the 159 messages
























































































































DCS PLATFORM DCS RECEIVE! 
Figure 21-3. Data Collection System 
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Subsequent Operations
Overall performance of the Data Collection System during the remaining orbits has been well
within the system design.
The OCC platform was operated at a 9. 6 second repetition rate and was received 42 times on
Orbit 5 and 22 times on Orbit 6 at Greenbelt. All 22 of the Orbit 6 messages were received
at Goldstone.
Table 21-2. DCS Telemetry Values
Func. 20C Orbits
No. Name Plateau 5 15 24 34
16001 Receiver-1 Sig Volt (DBM) -119** -124.4 -124. 1 -123. 7 -125.0
16002 Receiver-1 Temp (DGC) 23.0 22.7 22.72 22.62 22.99
16003 Rec-1 Pwr Input Volt (VDC)' 12.02 12. 04 12.02 12.02 12. 02
16004 Receiver-2 Sig Volt (DBM) -119** 0 0 0 0
16005 Receiver-2 Temp (DGC) 21.6 0 0' 0 0
16006 Receiver-2 Input Volt (VDC) 12.02 0 0 0 0
*Thermal Vacuum Test Data
**This value is for a CW carrier only
Receiver 2 was off for these 35 orbits
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Figure A-7. ERTS I Cornfiguration
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Return Beam Vidicon MMCA
(PSM)
(RMP)
Roll Reaction Wheel Scan/Sig.Proc.
Return Beam Vidicon (RBV), & Electr.
S Band Equipment, Unified



















Unified S Band Equipment
Versatile Information Processor
Wideband Filter
Wideband Frequency Modulator (JBFM)
WBFM Power Supply
Wideband Power Amplifiers

































































Mag. Moment Comp. Assembly-ACS




Module, Power Switching (PSM)
Module, Telemetry Conversion-
Module, Telemetry Conversion, ACS
Multi Spectral Scanner (MSS), & Mux
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WB FREQ. MOD. ASS'Y.
PW Board Asa'y Al
PW Board Ass'y A2
PW Board Ass'y A3
PW Board Ass'y A4
PW Board Ass'y A5
PW Board Ass'y A6
PW Board Ass'y' A7
PW Board Ass'y.A8
PW Board Ass'y A9
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AUX LOAD PANEL #1
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LIDEPAND ANTENNA # 1





QUADRALOOP ANTENNA # 3




















































































































































































































































































































FX-566-A6 and FX-566-A22 are installed in













































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
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PCB Assy., Pwr. Filter
PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply
PCB Assy., Pwr. Supply
PCB Assy., Sec. Sw.
PCB Assy., Tape Rec. Sw.
PCB Assy., 597KHZ Mod.
































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904


























Auxiliary Osc. PM 1A9
Switching Network AOO1
Auxiliary Osc. PM 1A19
Switching Network A001
Voltage Control Osc. 1A8
Voltage Control Osc 1A18
Narrow Band Detector 1A2
Narrow Band Detector 1A12
IF Amplifier Mixer lAl
IF Amplifier Mixer lAll
RF Converter: 1A3
RF Converter 1A13




S Band Power Amp.




S Band Power Amp
Diplexer 1A21
Power Converter XMTR 1A5
Regulator A001





































































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
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Wide band Filter #1







































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
I" Or I cLI I E I IIII~~r n ' "' ' 
COMMAND CLOCK SUBASSEMBLY
Motor Drive Aes'y
Frequency Amplifier Ass'y 1
Time Code Ass'y











Relay Network No. 2B
Relay Network No. 1
Relay Network No. 1
Relay Network No. 2B
Resistor Network
Relay Network No. 1
Relay Network No. 2B
Resistor Network
Relay Network No. 4B
Relay Network No. 2B
Relay Network No. 1
Relay Network No. 1
Cable No. 1 - Jumper
Cable No. 1 - Jumper
Cable No. 1 - Jumper
Cable No. 2 - Jumper
Cable No. 2 - Jumper
Cable No. 2 - Jumper
Cable No. 2 - Jumper
Cable No. 4 - Jumper
Cable No. 6 - Jumper
Cable No. 6 - Jumper
Cable No. 9 - Jumper



































































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
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Wheel, Hub, & Rotor Ass'y.





Flywheel & Rotor Assewbly























































































































































# Reworked by GE-SS to
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Attitude Control System (cont.




















Rate Measuring Package, B
Rate Loop Elect. Card
Power Conditioning Card
Heater Controller Card








Rate Measuring Package , A
Rate Loop Elect. Card
Power Conditioning Card
Heater Controller Card
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ERTS SPACECRAFT 904













































































































































































Signal Board - Lower
Signal Board - Upper
Signal Board Assembly
Connector Assembly
DC-DC Converter Bd. Assembly
Regulator Board Assembly
Output Board Assembly
WIDEBAND POWER AMP. #1
Traveling Wave Tube
LV Pwr Supply Assy.
Card Ass'y No.1, LV
Card Ass'y No.2, LV
HV Pwr Supply Ass'y
Card Ass'y No.l1, HV
Card Ass'y No.2, HV













CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
MOM C LA TUR
WIDEBAND POWER AMPLIFIER #2
Traveling Wave Tube
LV Pwr Supply Ass'y
Card Ass'y No. 1, LV
Card Ass'y No. 2, LV
HV Pwr Supply Ass'y
Card Ass'y No. 1, HV
Card Ass'y No. 2, HV





PCM TLM RECORDER #1
Preamp, Digital
Repr & Erase Con,Rec Logic
Amplifier, Record/Repr.
Motor Drive & Telemetry
Transport Group Subass'y




Vtg Reg & Current Telemetry
Filter, EOT Backup
Magnetic Tape
PCM TLM RECORDER #2
Preamp, Dig Repr & Erase
Control, Recorder Logic
Amplifier, Record/Repr.
Motor Drive & Telemetry
Transport Group Subass'y


























































































































































A-1 Fuse Board Assy.
A-2 Fuse Board Assy.
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board
A-5 Regulator Buss
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. & Telem
A-8 Cur., Sensing & Telem.
A-9 Harness Assy.
A-10 Switch Bd. Assy.
A-11 Diode & Fil.Bd.Assy.
A-12 Filter Board Assy.
A-13 Cap. Assy.
A-14 Cap. Assy.
A-15 Heat Sink Assy.





A-1 Fuse Board Assy.
A-2 Fuse Board Assy.
A-3 C.F. Regulator Board
A-4 C.F. Regulator Board
A-5 Regulated Buss
A-6 Aux. Reg. & Trickle
A-7 Shunt Dis. Dr. Telem.
A-8 Current, Sens. & Telem.
A-9 Harness Assy.
A-10 Sw. Bd. Assy.
A-11 Diode & Fil. Bd. Assy.
A-12 Filter Board Assy.
A-13 Cap. Assy.
A-14 Cap. Assy.
A-15 Heat Sink Assy.




BATTERY MODULE ASSY NO. 1
Electronic Bd.
Electronic Bd.
Relay & Harness, Bkt.Assy.







































































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED APTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
!ro~rcr~u Is I I C I I I L I O
NOMmNCL.ATUM iUPPLIK M DWO & PART NO V V AL NO.
POWER SUBSYSTEM (CONTINUED)
Battery Module Assy. No. 2
Electronic Board
.Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 3
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 4
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 5
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 6
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 7
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.
Battery Module Assy. No. 8
Electronic Board
Electronic Board
Relay & Harn, Bkt Assy.
Heat Sink, Wiring Assy.














































































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
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POWER SUBSYSTEM (CONTINUED)









Al IF Amp. Board
A2 IF Amp. Board
A3 Osc. & RF Amp. Board









































































































































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
NOM NCLATUR[ *UPPLRiiR Owe a P^AT No a IV tIRIAL NO,.











Dig. Gates Assy. Al
Dig. Gates Assy. A2
Dig. Gates Assy. A3
Dig. Gates Assy. A4
Dig. Sequencer Assy. A5
Decoder Matrix A6
DC/DC Converter P.S. A7
Out. Reg. & T.C. Buffer A8
Out. Reg. & 1.C. Buffer A9
Dig. Add. & Sec. Data A10
Dig. Add. & Ser. Data All
Dig. Ctr.& CMD. A12
Dig. Ctr. & CMD A13
Formatter, DC/DC Conv. A14
Dig. Interface Buff. A15
Dig. Interface Buff. A16
Memory Sequencer
Elec. Assy.
Cont & Out Reg Assy Al
Funct Gen & Repr Assy A2
Instr Ctr & Coi.p Assy A3
Cont & Output Reg Assy A4
Funct Gen & Repr Assy A5
Instr Ctr & Comp Assy A6
DC/DC Converter Assy A7
Memory A
Elec. Assy.
Section I Assy. Al
Mem. Amp. Assy, Sec I
Memory Array Assy, Sec II
Memory Array, Sec. I
Mem. Amp. Assy. Sec. I
Decode Assy Sec. I & III A2
Bit Driver, Sec II A3
B.D. & Data Reg. Sec III A4
Decoder, Sec. II A5

























































































































































CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
_NOM'rNClATURI SUPfL. i PAl^RT NO - V Sr A IAL MO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I - iIb0
V.I.P. (continued)
Memory A (continued)
Mem. Array Assy, Sec II
Mem. Array See TT
Mem. Amp Assy II & III
Mem. Array Assy, Core




Section I Assy. Al
Mem. Amp. Assy, Sec I
Memory Array Assy, Sec II
Memory Array Sec. I
Mem. Amp. Assy. Sec. I
Decode Assy Sec I & II A2
Bit Driver, Sec II A3
B.D. & Data Reg Sec II A4
Decoder, Sec. II A5
Assy. Sec. II & III A6
Mem. Array Assy, Sec II
Mem. Array, Sec LI
Mem. Amp. Assy, II & III
Mem. Array Assy, Core





DC/DC Conv. Card Assy.
DC/DC Conv. Card Assy.
Coder Analog Assy.
Analog Matrix Assy.















































































































































































M. - I 
CONSOLIDATED CONFIGURED ,ARTICLES LIST
ERTS SPACECRAFT 904
NOMNCLATURE SUPP LIKR OwO * PA RT NO av PtRIAL NO.
VHF TRANSMITTER RADIATION 613202G1 Al 0003.
Electrical Assembly 613205G1 None 0002
RF Transmitter Assembly 613203G1 B2 0002
Oscillator/Buffer Al 529611G1 A5 0003
Phase Modulator A2 529738G1 A2 0005
Limiter Tripler A3 529612G1 A7 0005
Driver Amplifier A4 418053G1 A7 0006
300 MV Amplifier A5 529609G1 A5 0003
2 W Amplifier A6 529610G1 A7 0008
Output Filter A7 418054G1 A4 0003
Oscillator/Buffer A8 529611G1 A5 0005
Phase Modulator A9 529738G1 A2 0004
Limiter Tripler A10 529612G1 A7 0006
Driver Amplifier All 418053G1 A7 0005
300 MV Amplifier A12 529609G1 A5 0004
2 W Amplifier A13 529610G1 A7 0007
Output Filter A14 418054G1 A4 0004
Isolator A15 115479-102 NA 13
Capacitor Assembly A16 418650G1 None N/A
Capacitor Assembly A17 418650G1 None N/A
Power Reg. Elec. Assembly 613209G1 A 0002
Power Regulator 529615G1 A2 0003
Filter Modulator 529732G1 A2 0002
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
Multi Spectral Scanner System Hughes 3241000-100 1
Multiplexer " 3241140-100 2
Scanner
(SBRC) (43727) (1)~
Return Beam Vidicon RCA 2265041-501 FLT B
Camera Sensor (Blue) RCA 1976477-501 007
Camera Sensor (Yellow) RCA 1976477-502 005
Camera Sensor (Red) RCA 1976477-503 006
Camera Electronics RCA 1976466-501 007
Camera Electronics RCA 1976466-501 005
Camera Electronics RCA 1976466-501 006
Com. Cont./Combiner RCA 2265336-501 004
Base Plate RCA 2265552-501 004
Wide Band Video Tape Recorder RCA 8359652-501 N/A
Wide Band Video Tape Recorder RCA 8359652-501 FLT 3
Transport Unit 1 RCA 8358497-501 PROTO
Transport Unit 2 RCA 8358497-501 FLT 3
Electronics Unit 1 RCA 8370323-501 PROTO






Table B-1. ERTS I Commands
COMMAND FUNCTION
Spare (Clock)






Serial Data Transfer On
CMD Execution Counter Reset
Select Pri Matrix Decoder
Select Pri Matrix A Drivers
Select Pri Matrix B Drivers
Select Pri Oscillator












Select Red Matrix Decoder
Select Red Matrix A Drivers
Select Red Matrix B Drivers
Select Red Oscillator




0.30 Yaw Position Bias Enable
Pneu Interlock Bypass Disable
Spare
Pneu Low Voltage Interlock Reset
Differential Tach Disable
WBPA 2 Power On




MSS Select Inverter A
MSS Select Band 1 High Voltage A
MSS Select Band 2 High Voltage A
MSS Select Band 3 High Voltage A
MSS Band 1 On
0.3 0 Yaw Position Bias Disab'le
Pneumatics. Disable
Spare


























































WBPA 2 Power Off
Spare
APU Normal Mode
MSS Select Inverter B
MSS System Off
MSS Select Band 2 High Voltage B
MSS Select Band 1 High Voltage B
MSS Band 1 Off
MSS Select Band 3 High Voltage B
Differential Tach Normal Gain
O.1lYaw Position 'Bias Enable
RLNA into Yaw Disable
2.9?Pitch Position Bias Enable
Pitch Momentum Bias Disable
Spare
WBPA 2Select 20W Output
USB Bypass Aux Oscillator
USB Select Transmitter B
Spare
MSS High Voltage On
MSS Band .2 On
.MSS Band 3 On.
MSS Band 4 On
Spare (MSS)
MSS Select Calibration Lamp A
0.1°Yaw Position Bias -Disable
Differential Tach High Gain
2.90 Pitch Position Bias Disable
RLNA into Yaw Enable
Negative Pitch Position Bias
Pitch Momentum Bias Enable
USB Select Transmitter A
USB Ranging On
USB Modulation Input Crossed
Spare
MSS Band 2 Off
Spare (MSS)
MSS Band 4 Off
MSS Band 3 Off
MSS Select Calibration Lamp B
Spare (MSS)
Roll Unload Disable




Positive Pitch Position Bias
USB Ranging Off
USB Modulation Input Normal

























































Table B-I.' ERTS I Commands (Cont)
COMMAND FUNCTION CMD#
Spare
MSS Rotating Shutter Driver O.n
MSS Scan Monitor On
MSS Band I High Gain
MSS Band 2 High. Gain 
MSS Calibration Lamp On
MSS Band 1 High Voltage On






VHF Xmtr Playback Mode 2
VHF Xmtr Power l'Off
VHF Xmtr Power 2 On
VHF Xmtr Playback Override Off
MSS Scan Monitor Off
MSS Rotating Shutter Driver Off
MSS Band 2 Low Gain
MSS Band 1 Low Gain
MSS Band 1 High Voltage Off
MSS Calibration Lamp Off
Orbit Adjust Mode Enable
Spare
Rate Measuring Package A Enable
400 RPM Interlock Enable
Yaw Acquisition Mode
Spare
VHF Xmtr Power I On
VHF Xmtr Realtime Mode
VHF Xmtr Low Power Mode
VHF Xmtr Power 2 Off
MSS Band 2 High Voltage On
MSS Band 3 HIgh Voltage On
MSS Sel Shutter Monitor Source A
Spare (MSS)
Spare (SS)
MSS Scanner Power Line 1
Spare
Orbit Adjust Mode Disable
400 RPM Interlock Disable




VHF Xmtr High Power Mode
VHF Xmtr Playback Override On
VHF Select Xmtr A
MSS Band 3 High Voltage Off























































MSS Sel Shutter Monitor Source l
MSS Scanner Power Line 2
Spare (MSS)
TMP Select Memory Unit A
Spare
TMP Select Memory Sequencer A
Spare
Left SAD Normal Rate
Spare
Battery 1 Off
Rate Measuring Package B Htr Off
VHF Select Xmtr B




MSS Select Scan Monitor Source A
MSS Scan Mirror Inhibit
MSS Mux Normal
TMP Select A/D Converter A
TMP Select Memory Unit B
TMP Select Analog Mux A
TMP Select Memory Sequencer B
Battery 5 Off
Battery 6 Off
Rate Measuring Package B Off
Battery 2 Off
Right Sad Disable
RMP A Lower Motor Voltage
Spare (MSS)
Spare (MSS)
MSS Select Scan Monitor Source B
Spare (MSS)
MSS Mux Inhibit
MSS Scan Mirror Normal
TMP Select Digital Mux A
TMP..Select A/D Converter B
TMP Select Formatter Logic A
TMP Select Analog Mux B
Rate Measuring Package B Mtr On
RMP B Heater & Electronics On
Battery 7 Off
Rate Measuring Packag% A Off
Battery 3 Off
Right Sad Enable
MSS Scan Mirror Power Line' 1l
Spare (MSS)
MSS Mid Sdan Code On
MSS Mux Compression.Mode


























































Table B-1. ERTS I Commands (Cont)
CMD# COMMAND FUNCTION
TMP Select Digital Mux B
Spare
TMP Select Formatter Logic B
Spare
Left SAD High Rate
RMP A Heater & Electronics On
Battery 8.Off
RMP B Lower Motor Voltage
Battery 4 Off
Spare (MSS)
MSS Mux Linear Mode
Spare (MSS)
MSS Mid Scan Code Off
MSS Scan Mirror Power Line 2
MSS System ON/OFF Override
TMP Memory Write On
TMP Matrix Verify Override On
TMP No Mod to VHF Override On





DCS Receiver 2 On
Spare
RBV Cathode Reactivation On
All Batteries On
Shunt Load A Off
All Comp Loads Off
Aux Load 1 On
Aux Load 2 On
Spare 8 Reset
TMP Memory Write Off
TMP Program Control Bit O On
TMP Program Control Bit 1 On
Disable USBX OFF
Left SAD Enable
DCS Receiver 1 On
Trickle Charge Override
Rate Measuring Package A Htr Off
RBV Cathode Reactivation Off
RBV Enable Calibration
Verify Tick
All Aux Loads Off (A)
Shunt Load B Off
Comp Load 1 On
Comp Load 2 On
TMP Data to VHF Xmtr
TMP Program Control Bit 1 Off
TMP Matrix Verify Override Off
TMP Verify Memory On
Right SAD High Rate





















































DCS Receiver 2 Off
DCS Receiver 1 Off
Rate Measuring Package A Mtr On
RBVACC Power On
RBV Aperature Corrector In
All Aux Loads Off ,(B)
Comp Load 3 On
Shunt Load C Off
Comp'Load 4 On
Comp Load 5 On
TMP No Mod to VHF Override Off
'TMP.No Mod to VHF Xmtr
TMP Verify Memory Off
Spare
Spare





RBV CCC Power Off
RBV Camera 1 On
Comp Load 6 On'
Aux Load 3 On
Aux Load 4 On
All Shunt Loads O.n
TMP Select Xmtr Buffer AMP A
TMP Matrix Verify On
TMP Power 2 Off
TMP Force Program 00 Off
WBVTR 1 Volt. Protect Relay Reset
WBVTR 1 Record Current Adjust







Aux Load 5 On
Shunt Load D Off
Verify Tock
TMP Pre-Regulator A On
TMP Select Xmtr Buffer AMP B
TMP Force Program 00 On
TMP Pre-Regulator Output A
WBVTR 1 RBV Standby
WBVTR 1 Fast Rewind
WBFM Select VCO B1
WBVTk 1 Voltage Protect Enable
RBV Continuous Cycle
























































Table B-1. ERTS I Commands (Cont)
CMD# COMMAND FUNCTION CMD# COMMAND FUNCTION
RBV Start Calibrate
RBV Disable Calibrate
Aux Data to RBV Filter A
RT 1 Data to MSS Filter B
RT Data To RBV Filter B
Enable RBV Filter B
TMP Memory Write/Verify Ovrd On
TMP Pre-Regulator Output B
TMP Matrix Normal
TMP Power 1 Off
WBVTR 1 Fast Forward
WBVTR 1 MSS Standby
WBVTR 1 Voltage Protect Disable
WBVTR 1 Lap
RBV Camera 2 Off
RBV Camera 1 Off
RBV Camera 3 Off
WBVTR 2 Record
RT 1 Data to MSS Filter A
RT Data'td RBV Filter A
RT 2 Data to MSS Filter B
WBVTR 1 Data to RBV Filter B
TMP Power 2 On
TMP Memory Write/Verify Ovrd Off
TMP Power 1 On
TMP Pre-Regulator B On
WBFM Select VCO Al
WBFM Inverter A Power' On
WBFM Enable Modulator A AFC
WBFM Inverter B Power Off
WBFM Disable Modulator B AFC
WBVTR 2 Data to RBV Filter B
WBVTR 2 Record Current Adjust
WBVTR 2 RBV Enable
WBVTR 2 Playback
RT 2 Data to MSS Filter A
WBVTR 1 Data to RBV filter A
WBVTR 1 Data to MSS Filter B
WBPA 1 Power On
WBPA 1 Select 1OW Output
NBTR 2 Playback Mode
NBTR 1 Record Mode
Enable RBV Filter A
WBFM Disable Modulator A AFC
Select RBV Bias A
WBFM Select VCO A2
WBFM Inverter B Power On
WBVTR 2 RBV Standby
WBVTR 2 Fast Rewind
WBVTR 2 Voltage Relay Reset
WBVTR 2 Voltage Protect Enable





















































WBVTR 1 Data to MSS Filter A
WBVTR 2 Data to RBV Filter A
Orbit Adjust Timer Enable
WBPA 1 Power Off
NBTR I Power Off
WBVTR Search Track Switched
Select RBV Bias B
WBFM Select VCO B2
WBFM Inverter A Power Off
WBFM Enable Modulator B AFC
WBVTR 2 Data to MSS Filter B
WBVTR 2 Fast Forward
WBVTR 2 MSS Standby
WBVTR 2 Voltage Protect Disable
WBVTR 2 Lap
Aux Data to RBV Filter B
Enable MSS Filter B
WBVTR 2 Data to MSS Filter A
WBPA 1 Select 20W Output
NBTR .2 Record Mode
O.6°Yaw Position Bias Enable
Orbit Adjust Timer Disable
Select NBTR 2
PMP Modulator A On
Select NBTR
WBVTR 1 On IPrimary)
MSS. Enable Primary)
Spare
RBV #1 Thermoelectric'Module Dis
ISM Disable Selected Scanner
ISM Switched 'Telemetry Power On
Orbit Adjust Thruster Heater On
MSFN to CIU A/STADAN to CIU B
Disable PSM Relay Buss
NBTR 2 Power Off
NBTR 1 Playback Mode
Payload Reg Module Fuse Tap On
0.60 Yaw Position Bias Disable
Select WBVTR 1
Inhibit WBFM RBVA/MSS B Filters
PMP Modulator A Off
Orbit Adjust On 1
WBVTR 1 On (Redundant)
WBVTR Search Track Normal
MSS Enable (Both)
Right SAD Unfused
CMD Clock Relays on 5A Fuse
ISM Separation Switch Bypass
ISM Enable Scan & Select A
MSS Heater On
2.0°Pitch Position Bias Enable





















































Table B-1. ERTS I Commands (Cont)
CMD# COMMAND FUNCTION CMD# COMMAND FUNCTION
0.60Pitch Position Bias Enable
Spare







CMD Clock Relays on 1A Fuse
Left SAD Unfused
Enable PSM Relay Bus
APU Power On
Orbit Adjust Thruster Heater Off
PSM Inverter B Power to WBFM
2.0°Pitch Position Bias Disable
MSS Enable (Redundant)
0.6°Pitch Position Bias Disable
Select WBVTR
PMP Modulator B Off
Inhibit WBFM RBV B/MSS A Filters
RBV On (Primary)
PSM Solenoid 1 On
WBVTR 2 On (Redundant)
RBV #3 Thermoelectric Module Ena
ISM Switched Telemetry Power O'ff
Right SAD Fused
Lock Single Scanner Mode
Enable USB Xmtrs (Redundant)
RBV Magnetic Compensator Enable
MMCA Power On
Enable Payload Timer Signal
MMCA Pitch Coil Out
Inhibit Data to RBV Filter A
MMCA Yaw Coil Out
Prime Data to WBPA 1/2
MMCA Capacitor Dump
RBV #2 Thermoelectric Module Dis
RBV On (Redundant)
PSM Solenoid 2 On
WBVTR 2 Off
Left SAD Fused
Unlock Single Scanner Mode
MSFN to CIU B/STADAN to CIU A
Attitude Sensor Power On
Spare (Non-Latch)
Disable Payload Timer Signal
MMCA Pitch Coil In
Inhibit Data to RBV Filter B
MMCA Yaw Coil In






















































Payload Reg Module On
RBV #2 Thermoelectric Module Ena
RBV Off
PSM Solenoid 3 On
Switch Payload Regulator
ISM Enable Scan & Select B
MSS Heater Off
RBV Magnetic Compensator Lo Mode
APU Power Off
MMCA Roll Coil In
Inhibit Data to MSS Filter A
MMCA Polarity Positive
Summed Data to WBPA 2
MMCA Capacitor High
PSM Solenoids Off
Orbit Adjust On 2
RBV ON Both
Payload Reg Module Off 1
.RRV #3 Thermoelectric Modlle nis
RBV Magnetic Compensator Disable
RBV Magnetic Compensator Hi Mode
Enable WBPA (Redundant)
Enable USB/WBPA Timer Signal
Comp Load 7 On
Disable USB Xmtrs
Inhibit Data to MSS Filter B






Payload Reg Module Fuse Tap Off
RBV #1 Thermoelectric MIodule Ena
Payload Reg Module Off 2
Disable USB/ WBPA Timer Signal
Comp Load 8 On
Attitude Sensor Power Off
Enable USB Xmtrs (Primary)
Enable WBPA (Primary)
Spare
Switch Spacecraft PWM Regulator
CIU Channel B OFF
CIU Ch B On/Sw S.TDN/MSFN Cmd Link
CMD Clock Fwr Supply/Comdecs On
Switch Spacecraft PWM Regulator
CIU Channel A Off.
CIU Ch A On/Sw STDN/MSFN Cmd Link
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STRIP CHART PAYLOAD SIGNATURES
Figure D-1 is a strip chart (General Status 2) showing characteristic signatures of payload
equipment. This record is made from a Narrowband tape recorder playback showing 22
frames of Wide Band Video tape recording. RBV, MSS, WBVTR-1 and WBVTR-2 were
operating during this time period. The Wide Band Down Links were off. Increasing time
is from right to left. The 17 pens are alternately analog and digital. The parameter values
drawn by each pen are described below.
Pen #1 shows Greenwich Mean Time at the time of recording, as measured by the recording
ground station. For example, the last time code, (left hand side) reads (binary):
01 0010 010 1001 000 0000 which converts to 12:29 digital.
Pen #2 shows spacecraft regulated bus current. The MSS is supplied from this bus. The
first step-up (reading right to left) is the time of MSS turn-on. It reads 1.28 TMV (4. 57
amps) before turn-on and 1. 76 TMV (6. 19 amps) after turn-on, the delta 1. 62 amps being the
MSS current demand.
Pen #3 shows two digital functions, the short duration function being MSS System ON, and the
long duration function being Hi Voltage ON. (The elevated region is ON..) The non-coincidence
in time between this Pen and Pen #2 is due to the sequential sampling format.
Pen #4 again shows duplexed functions, both relating to the Wide Band Power Amplifier No. 1.
The bottom horizontal lines (reading zero, showing the WBPA was OFF) show the voltage of
the +15 V A supply; and the top horizontal lines (reading 2. 0 TMV equal to 17. 0 C) show the
temperature of the collector.
D-1
Pen #5 shows the duplexed functions of RBV 24 Volts ON and RBV Shutter Power ON.
Pen #6 is similar to Pen #4 except it shows the parameters for WBPA No. 2 which is
normally associated with the MSS.
Pen #7 shows duplexed function for RBV Magnetic Compensator ON and CCC Power ON.
Pen #8 shows the duplexed functions of Wideband Video Tape Recorder footages, the
top horizontal lines associated with WBVTR-1 and the bottom lines with WBVTR-2, At
the beginning of the RECORD session, the footage read 2.23 TMV (equal to 10.03 Min) for
WBVTR-1 and 2.77 TMV (equal to 16. 63 Min) for WBVTR-2. At the end, the correspond-
ing footages are 20.43 min for WBVTR-1, and 25.79 min. for WBVTR-2.
Pen #9 shows whether WBVTR-1 is in Rewind. It reads zero (depressed) showing that
WBVTR-1 is not in the Rewvind mode.
Pen #10 shows WBVTR-1 input current. At Record Command, the current rose to 3.95
TMV (equal to 3. 59 amps) after a brief saturation transient in excess of 8. 18 amps. This
transient is a characteristic signature of WBVTR turn-ON.
Pen #11 is duplexed to show Record and Playback modes. Because of the fast run time of
the strip recorder, the brief interval between sampling and the mode displayed, the line
blurred, making reading impossible.
Pen #12 duplexes the reflected power in the antenna systems of WBPA 1 and 2. Because
both these systems were OFF, the readings are zero.
Pen #13 showing whether WBVTR-2 was in Standby or Rewind mode. It can be seen the
top horizontal segment went to zero at start of record, terminating the Standby mode.
D-2
Pen #14 shows the Payload Regulated bus current, with its easily recognizable characteris-
tic signature of RBV and WBVTR activity. After turn-on and warm-up, the WBVTR's can
be seen suddenly increasing the current drain and producing characteristic WBVTR turn-on
transient, WBVTR-2 first followed immediately by WBVTR-1. 22 RBV camera exposures
and readouts can be seen. During this interval, it can be seen from Pen #8, that the scenes
are being recorded on the moving tape. Turn-OFF is seen to be simultaneous for RBV,
MSS and both video tape recorders.
Pen #15 shows whether WBVTR-2 is in Record or Playback mode. Again the fast speed of
the strip chart and the proximity of sampling times obscures the message.
Pen #16 is identical to Pen #10 showing Recorder Input Current except that it relates to
WBVTR-2. It can be seen that Recorder 2 comes on before Recorder 1.
Pen #17 shows GMT as measured in the Spacecraft at the time of data sampling.
D-3
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THERMAL ANOMALY OF RIGHT FORWARD SUN SENSOR (RFSS) ON ERTS-A .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Within several orbits after the launch of ERTS-A, it was noted that the sub-
ject sun sensor was exceeding the established temperature limits. Maximum
temperatures, obtained by extrapolation were 60°C and minimum temperatures
were - 30°C. A range of 30°C to 45°C had been expected. A review of the de-
sign and conversations with TRW indicated that there were no elements of the
assembly which were inherently sensitive to high temperature. A similar de-
sign using the same basic elements, had seen higher temperatures on a TRW
spacecraft as a result of a bad orbit, and survived. The RFSS has been
qualified in T/V at a temperature of 50°C + 5 In terms of life expectancy
the limiting factor is the quality of the soPder joints.
2.0 ANALYSIS
2.1 Math Model
As a result of the discrepancy between actual and expected temperatures
of the RFSS, a reanalysis was performed. No attempt was made to find
the errors in the original analysis - a complete new analysis was done.
Figure 1 is a sketch giving the electrical analog of the math model.
The node descriptions are:
NODE DESCRIPTION
1 Sun Sensor Assembly
2 Insulation, Transition Section
3 Transition Section and Solar Cells
4 Solar Array
5 Transition Section under Insulation
6 Boundary - ACS
7 Boundary, Top of Sensory Ring
Since the solar array, transition section and sensor move with respect
PCAG NO. I RETENTION REQUIREMENTS
COPES FOR MASTTEIRS FO
ERTS DISTRIBUTION or n 3'°'. n a "-








to the ACS and Sensory Ring average values of radiation coupling were
used.
2.2 Performance
The new model, in its basic form was exercised and performance data
obtained. This temperature profile is shown on Curve #1 on Figure 2.
These temperatures are cooler than the flight data by . 15°F on the
high end and ~ 100F on the low end. While these temperatures are
quite close, they indicate that the original analysis was inadequate and
did not accurately describe the actual conditions.
Once the reference data was obtained, the model was modified to pro-
duce data comparable to flight at the present flight Beta angle of 27°.
This profile is shown on Curve #2 of Figure 2. Heat flux corrections to
account for the anticipated 40° maximum Beta angle were then applied and
Curve #3 was produced which shows that temperatures should decrease with
increasing B angles. The model configuration for Curve #2 was
iteratively modified (assumed hardware changes) to reduce sensor
temperatures to normal levels, as shown on urve #4. Ths temperature
range can be reduced even further if required.
2.3 Thermal Design Change
The thermal performance shown on Curve #4 can be obtained on ERTS-B
by adding Silver-Teflon tape to the sides of each sensor assembly.
Figure 3 shows the location and width of this tape, An
additional 10F reduction can be obtained by making the strip 0.495"
instead of 0.35".
3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The RFSS on ERTS-A is operating in a hot condition because of inadequate heat
rejection capability. It is recommended that the design change shown on
Figure 3 be implemented and the 0.495" wide tape be used.
While the LFSS is running warm, it is recommended that the thermal configuration
not be changed to agree with the RFSS. Should a lower operating temperature
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RBV AND MSS PHOTOGRAPHS
i
APPENDIX F
RBV AND MSS PHOTOGRAPHS
Representative imagery from the RBV and MSS is shown in the following figures.; Speetral
bands are given in Table F-1.
Table F-1. RBV/MSS Imagery
Wavelength
Figure Band (Microns) System
F-1 1 (0. 475-0. 575) RBV
F-2 2 (0. 580-0. 680) RBV
F-3 3 (0. 698-0. 830) RBV
F-4 1, 2 and 3 (Color Composite) RBV
F-5 1 (0.5-0.6) MSS
F-6 2 (0.6-0.7) MSS
F-7 3 (0.7-0.8) MSS
F-8 4 (0. 8-1.1) MSS
F-9 1, 2 and 4 (*Color Composite) MSS
*Color Composites of MSS use three bands 1, 2 and 4 or 1, 2 and 3.
NOTE: Imagery is annotated RBV 123, MSS 4, 5, 6, 7.
All photographs show the same ground scene, 185 x'185 square kilometers in area. The
large body of water seen is Lake Tahoe in North Central California.
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